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Ethnographical
(1) Generalviews.
(la) Hodgson.
In modern times the Himalayanpopulationshave been the subject of at least
two large theorieswhich, while foundedpartly upon linguisticevidences,may be
regarded as substantiallyethnographical.Hodgson's view, the earliest and most
comprehensive,with very wide ramifications,conceived of the sub-Himalayan
races' as all 'closely affiliated'and 'all of northern origin', being 'Turaniane, of
'Scythicor Mongolian'somatictype
, who had immigratedvia the hundredgates of
the Himalaya'(p. 15).He did not countenanceany special relationto any particular
branch of the 'Turanian','the vastest,and most erratic, and most ancientlywidespread, but still singlebranchof the humanrace' (pp. 15, 16n,47n, 30n.). Even the
famous, elaborately evidenced, distinction between 'pronominalized'and 'nonpronominalized'languages(pp. 16n,47n) he did not regard as essential,conceiving
that the 'pronominalization'
was an internaldevelopement,whichmighttake placein
differentregionsindependently(p. 16):what he regardedas factual,so farat feastas
Nepal was concerned,was a temporal-spacialdistinction;the middle Himalayan
region, most productive and healthy, was occupied by the later immigrants,
'unbroken'tribesof non-pronominalizedspeech
, while the 'broken'tribes, occupying
the southern and most rnalarious regions, had languages 'of the complex or
pronomenalizedtype, tending, Liketheir physical attributes,towards assimilation
with the Dravidianor the Hor,Sontalor Munch,sub-families'(p. 16).As regardsthe
northernregions,immediatelyadjacentto the passes,Hodgsonwas well aware that
their 'Bhot' inhabitants'along the entireline of the Himalaya'were Tibetans.To the
dominant(sc. unbroken)races he ascribed(p. 31) a moderateantiquity(in Nepal)of
1000-1300years. He has much to say (pp. 37-9) concerningthe Nepal Khas,
'originallya smalltribe of creedlessbarbarians'.
(1b) Cunningham.
Cunningharresoriginal view (Ladd* (1854), p. 390) is superficially quite
different.He wrote—
'The Tibetanlanguageis now confinedto the mountainvalleysof the Tsangpo
and Indus,and to the uppercoursesof the Sutluj,the Sarjuand the Chenab.But
in ancient days it probablyextendedover the greaterpart of the cis-Himalayas,
as I can trace by the Tibetannames of the smaller streems It is perhaps idle
to speculate at what period the Tibetans could have possessed Bisahar
(Bashahr),KyonthaIand Sarmar(Sirmur,Sarmur);but it must have beenmany
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centuries ago, before the Khasas were driven into the hills by the conquering
Hindus'
and in a note it is explained that —
'The Kanets of the hills are all Khasas; and in Chamba
, Kullu, and Kanawar,
they interpose between the Hindus and Tibetans'.
Here the original Himalayans are still of trans-Himalayan affinity, but definitely
Tibetan: the Khasas are no longer a small Nepal tribe, but probably the 'Khasas of
the lower Panjab hills on the west', expanded, as in the later view, so as to have been
'the original inhabitants of the whole of the lower slopes of the Himalaya, from the
banks of the Indus to the Brahmaputra'. This expansion is based upon inclusion of
the Kanets, who were indeed known to Hodgson (pp. 14-5), but by him were
regarded, along with Khas, Dogras, etc., as of mixed descent, from 'aboriginal
Tartar mothers and 'Arian' fathers. Cunningham could still hold that the prior
populations expelled by the Khasas 1Kanets, were of Tibetan stock: he does not yet
seem to affiliate his Khasas ethnically.
Cunningham's later (1882) view exhibits his greatly extended knowledge of the
Kanets (he now spells 'Kunets'), their massive numbers and wide distribution. He
still regards Khasas and 'Kunets' as of the same origin, but in view of the facts does
not completely identify the two. Mainly on linguistic grounds he connects the
'Kunets' with the MurKiiiand other congnate races of India . Concerning Kunet
language he writes (pp. 131-2)
'The language of the Kunets is a corrupt dialect of Hindi
, but it still retains
many traces of a non-Aryan language. Thus the word ti, for water or stream, is
found all over the Kunet area. The word is not Tibetan, but it occurs in the
Milchang dialect of Lower Kunawar. It is clearly connected with the di or ti of
the E. Koch and Mach tribes and with the da of the aboriginal and Kolish tribes
of Eastern and Central India, the Munda, Santhal, Ho, Kuri and Saur and
Savara'.
and he proceeds to cite numerous instances of Ii from the Kunet area and congnate
forms, pertly very dubious, from a much wider field.
Ignoring the very excusable description of the language of Kunets, sc. the
Kunawari, the only such at that time available, as a corrupt dialect of Flinch,and also
the changed derivation of the important word
'water', previously adduced as
evidence for Tibetan priority, we may remark the exiguity of the further
etymological items cited on p. 133 as evidence of 'Kol' affinity. In naming such
particulars Cunningham was at least outgoing the precedent, which he cites, of
Hodgson, who in regard to the language of his (Nepal) Khas had stated (p. 38)
merely that their corrupt dialect of Hindi retained not many palpable traces (except
to curious eyes) of primitive barbarism'.
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A partly linguisticobservation(p. 127)broughtin a furtherracial designation,
Mon—
'All the ancient remains within the present area of Kunet occupation are
assignedto a peoplewho are variouslycalledMowas,or Mons,or Motans,and
all agreethat these were the Kunetsthemselves.The fact is that Mon is simply
their Tibetanname,while Kunindaor Kunetis their Indianname'.
And so (p. 128)—
'I think it thereforevery probablethat the Mons of the cis-Himalayamay be
connectedwith the Mundasof EasternIndia,who are certainlythe Monedesof
Pliny,as well as the Monsof Pegu .... I wouldalso suggestthat the true nameof
Mongir was most probablyMonagiri and that the country of the Mundas or
Monedesonceextendednorthwardas far as the Gangesat Mongir'.
Cunningham's'Mowas,or Mons,or Motans'are evidentlythe Mave and Movanna,
'leadersof partiesin villages', of H. A.Rose's Glossary(p. 75) and of the SimlaHill
States Gazetteer(Bashar,pp. 20-1), where it is said that amongthe originalIthash`
inhabitantstherearosemawisor movannas,masterfulindividuals,whoformedsmall
confederacies,and lived by preyingon one another,and that the superiorclass of
Kanet.strace their descent from the old inawis. This is not very favourableto
Cunningham'sview of the Mons, who will also demand considerationin another
context.
The original,and afterwardsfullyconfirmed,statisticswhichCunninghamgave
(pp. 125-6)of the distributionof the Kunetsover a wide area furnisheda solid base
for his theory. But it was his elaboratelyjustified association,though no longer
identification,of them with 'the Khasasof the lowerPanjabhills and the Khasiasof
the east' (Kurnaon),to which he might have added the Nepal Khas, that gave his
view the wide sweep defined supra. Late survival of independentKunet chieftainships in the lower hills of Garhwal and Kurnaon is broughtto light; and by
derivingthe Kunets from the ancientKutiindasof the Magi-Bharaia (pp. 129, 135)
and of Ptolemy's'Kulindrine'and by the importantdiscovery(pp. 137-9)of preChristiancoinage of a Kunindaking, a historicalframe is provided.It is not quite
clear that Cunninghamregardedhis KhasasfKunetsfKunindas
as connectedwith the
pre-Aryan inhabitantsof the plains also. His decision (pp. 133-4)in favourof 'a
Kolish(sc. Munch)ratherthan a Gondish(sc. Dravidian)affinityforthe Kunets and
other mixed races of north-westIndia' would not have been repugnantto Hodgson,
who also deals mainlywith MurAla,thoughhe holds(p. 47, of. p. 61) that 'Himalaya
has [ also ] lingual traits of Draytrial:nor would Hodgson,thoughhe does not deal
much with ancient emigrations from the plains, have disputed their occasional
occurrence(seep. 61) 'countlessgenerationsback'.
The mention of Kols brings in a separatequestion. The authors of several
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Gazetteers, in citing Cunningham's theory, have understood him to include among
his 'Kolish' peoples the actual 'Kolas' and similar 'impure', 'outcasts', 'menials'
(Hodgson's 'helots'), among the hill populations. Everywhere there are some
'depressed' classes of this kind; and experienced observers are apt (e
.g. Chamba, pp58-9) to regard them as the real aborigines. As the Kunets, who are everywhere
respectabies, are sometimes by similar or the same observers supposed to be
likewise aboriginal, though they would usually put forward a different claim, they
are reported to be considered as Kunets degraded for some reason. It may, however,
be suspected that Hodgson's view of such 'tribes of helot craftsmen, whose manners
have little, and their tongues nothing, and their physical attributes not much, to
denote their race or lineage' (p. 15), as a separate enigma, is nearer to reality.
(1c) 'MuryilA'views in the Linguistic Survey of India.
The Murjciatheory, as propounded by Cunningham on grounds of observation,
tradition and history, has been cited, as we see, with toleration and sometimes with
assent, by officials intimately concerned with the populations of the Hill territories.
Confirmation may also be found in two later studies in the departments of linguistics
and culture.
The first of these two, bringing to light a 'Western group of Complex
Pronominalized Tibeto-Burman languages', adopted explicitly an idea and
terminology conceived and repeatedly expounded by Hodgson in connection with
certain Nepal languages, and others, Muncia, etc., outside. Several of the languages
had previously been placed on record, with note of some of their substantial
differences from ordinary Tibetan. But the group was first recognized and the
characteristics elucidated in an article contributed to the Z.D,M.G. for 1905 (pp. 117
sqq.) by Dr. Sten Konow, who was then collaborating in the Linguistic Survey of
India. The L.S. volume (III, Part i, pp. 427-567), expounds and elaborates Dr.
Konow's conception, with partioulars and descriptions and new materials in regard
to each of the languages and a 'Comparative Vocabulary' on the usual model. The
languages nearly all belong to the narrow band of territory which has been
discriminated supra (p. [...]) as immediately south of the Great Himalayan axis,
from Chamba in the west to the Nepal froutier in the east: mostly they are included
in Cunningham's early reference to Tibetan surviving in the upper courses of the
Sutluj, the Sarju and the Chendbi, the most important being the Kuriawari, which
Cunningham subsequently distinguished as 'a corrupt dialect of Hindi,"In two points
the new conception differs from the views of Hodgson and of Cunningham
respectively: (1) Whereas Hodgson had regarded his Pronominalization as an
internal developement and not a result of mixture, the 'Mut-JO'characteristics are
now conceived as derived from a 'substrate' language, (2) there is no suggestion of
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Mundy migration, the 'substrate' having possibly long preceded the Tibeto-Burmans
in the actual areas; nor is anything propounded in regard to areas to the south. But
evidently the conception, which has been warmly approved, would harmonize with
the theory of an early Mundy population in those areas.
(Id) Przyluski's 'Austro-Asiatic' view.
The second confirmatory study is contained in two very original papers by the
late Professor Przyluski: for, although his evidences are largely drawn from a wider,
Austro-Asiatic range, wherein he was specially at home, he does name (pp. 49, 54,
319), and apparently include, both Mundy, which in the area which he contemplates,
viz. the Panjab and the Ganges valley, would be perhaps alone available, and
Dravidan. His view, very clearly expounded, is to the general effect that in those
regions the Indo-Aryan immigration pierced an aboriginal Austro-Asiatic population,
pushed aside both northwards and southwards: some hill peoples are patently
envisaged, since his Uclumbarasare rocognized as such.
Apart from acute observations concerning what is known of the original Panjab
peoples and of equivalences north and south of the Indo-Aryan advance, the
originality of the papers is most manifest in the actual linguistic details, so meagre in
the prior discussions, and in deep studies of primitive Austro-Asiatic cultural ideas
and usages traceable in the Indo-Aryan sphere.
( 1e) Khasa theory.
With the support of these comparatively modern contributions the '1VIuncla'
theory begins to wear a somewhat substantial appearance. The second large theory
operates with the same racial designation IChaa, which functioned as the linch-pin
in Cunningham's argument, but with completely different result. Of this term a very
speculative use had been made by Atkinson (op.cit., pp. 375 sqq.), who not only
brought in the Sanskrit mythology of the primaeval sage or divinity lOgyapa and the
name of Kashmir, with the Indian town Kaspaturos mentioned by Herodotus (iii,
102, iv,44), but proceeded to adduce a large number of superficially more or less
similar names from regions adjacent to India (Kophene, Khoaspes) or as remote as
Central Asia (Kashgar, the Kasian mountains, the Caucasus, the Ottorokorrhoi), or
Baluchistan (Khosa) or even Susa (Kissii, Kossaci). In the light of modem linguistic
and historical knowledge such grasping at mere names is simply fanciful. The
Linguistic Survey volume (IX. iv, Pahari Languages and Gujuri), which in its
Introduction (pp. 1-16) expounds the new theory, retains some of those items (the
Kasia mountains, Kashgar, the Ottorokorrhoi) as giving the impression of an
anciently widespread Khasa people; but for the most part it confines itself to matters
relevant to its thesis, which is to the effect that
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'the great mass of the Aryan-speaking population of the Lower Himalaya from
Kashmir to Darjeeling is inhabited by tribes descended from the ancient KILAsas
of the Mahabharata' (p. 8).
and further that
'they were closely connected with the group of peoples nick named 'Pigrichas'or
'cannibals' by Indian writers
, and before the sixth century (A.D.) they were
stated to speak the same language as the people of Balkh. At the same period
they had apparently penetrated along the southern slope of the Himalaya as far
east as Nepal, and in the twefth century they certainly occupied in considerable
force the hills to the south, south-west and south-east of Kashmir' (p. 8).
Any serious discussion of the view thus summarized must at this point be
postponed; but one or two particulars may be noted.
(1) As regards the Maha-Bharata citations of the Kliagas, what is most obvious is
their paucity and meagreness, especially in comparison with peoples really
functioning in the story. They are named only in lists of peoples; and in such eases
even the readings of the names are commonly rendered dubious through variants.
There is never any clear geographical indication; and in the first passage adduced the
region mentioned is at least semi-mythical. Nevertheless there are one or two
passages when there is no ground for disputing the reading, even if the list of
peoples is anachronistic; and it can be agreed that in some cases the collocation of
names does attest a degree of geographical propinquity. In fact, it can be agreed that
a situation in the north-west is apparent; and the approval (p. 6) of Sir A. Stein's note,
definitely locating the Khaas 'immediately to the south and west of the Pir Pantsal
range', on the Kashmir frontier, can be confidently endorsed: the note sums up the
evidence of the Raja taraligit.11history, which was directly acquainted with the
Khata people. The evidentiality of this does not depend upon the author's date (XlIth
century A.D.); and nothing seems to preclude a location of the Maki-Bharata, etc.,
Khakis in the same area.
(2) The theory requires and receives (a) the adoption (p. 2) of Cunningham's view
concerning the Kanets/Kunets as closely connected with the KhaAas,and at the same
time (b) (p. 6 n 1) the rejection of his derivation of the KanetslKunets from the
ancient Kunindas. This will occupy us later.
(3) A chronological obscurity attaches to the theory both in itself and in relation to
the 'Munch' doctrine. In case the Khaki expansion is conceived as taking place
during the historical period - and that this was really so may be implied in the
remark, (p. 2) —
'The earlier we trace notices regarding them
, the further north-west we find
them'.
— , then there is no necessary conflict with the 'Munch' view, which contemplates
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the remote period of Indo-Aryanimmigration.Concerningthe Khas languageof
Nepal, it is in fact remarked in Sir R. L. Turner'sNepali Dictionary(p. xiii) that at
the date of a certainPrakftiechangethe speakersof the dialectwere probablyTarto
the west of their present home";and there would thus be no inconsistencyin the
approvalaccorded(ibid, p. xv) to Przyluski'sresearchesand the general assent(p.
xiii) to the Khas migrationdoctrinein regardto 'all the Indo-Aryanlanguagesalong
the southernface of the Himalayas.'
(3) Of Khagalanguageno word has hitherto,it seems, been brought to light: the
features of Pahl languagesnoticed in the Linguistic Survey volume as thence
derived are attributedto it upon the presumptionthat it belongedto the group of
'Pigacha'languages.
(2) Someremarkson the two wide views.
The above two wide theoriesmay perhapsbe somewhatclarifiedby one or two
furtherobservations.
In Hodgson'sview practicallyall the Himalayanpopulationswere immigrants
from the north:he was,however,preparedto admit that some of the 'broken'tribes,
'with differentialphysiognomy'(pp. 32, 46), had come,'countlessgenerationsback',
from the plains (pp. 46-71604), and that the 'Ugric stock' (sc, Dravidians)could
haveentered Indiafrom the west (pp. 15-6,61).The Khas, Kanets,etc., are of mixed
breed (p. 15). Cunningham, in conceiving of the helot or menial classes as
aboriginesof the Himalayas,evidentlydid not regardthemas immigrantat anydate;
had he done so, therewould havebeena furtherproblemof still greater obscurity.A
like doubt applies to Przyluski'sview, if his Austro-Asiaticsof the Panjab plains,
shoulderedaside by the VedicAryans,found in the hills a differentrace. Insteadof a
Mundytheorythe possibility,rejectedby Cunningham,of a Dravidianaffinityof the
hill populations,who surely must have been at some date immigrant,is evidently
contemplatedby thosewho haveconjecturedDravidianelementseven in the remote
northern Burushaski language. Cunningham's Khagas were by him obviously
regardedas immigrantduringa historicalperiodfrom the plains or the lower,outer,
mountains.The Khagasof the LinguisticSurvey,whichdoes not envisagea remote
antiquity,are likewiseassignedto some historicalperiod: if otherwise,there would
result the surprizingnotion of an Aryan (Sirs, Dard,or the like) propulationof the
hills priorto the Indo-Aryaninvasionof the Panjabplains.
(3) Indicationsin earlySanskritliterature.
From the ancientSanskritliteratureitself a few quasi-ethnographical
noticesof
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peoples with which we are concerned have long been known; such, for instance, are
those mentioned supra concerning Dasas and Dasyus. But there is very little. The
description, in Manu X. 44 and the Mali-Bharata XVI. vv. 2103 sqq.) of certain
peoples as 'fallen', or degraded, Ksatriyas is not ethnographical, but, as the
miscellaneous list shows, doctrinal and is a condescension to certain peoples of
military or political value or other respectability. Even linguistic observations are
not always useful: the term Atflecchadid not originally connote even non-IndoAryan, or anything more than faulty, speech; in Epic times, however, it seems as if
the term, for the very reason of its sparse insertion, does, where it is present,
distinguish peoples as non-Indo-Aryan or barbarous'. Of the L.S. citations one (p. 4.
n. 8. Satapatha-briihmana, I.vii. iii.8), which states that the Bahika group of Panjab
peoples worship Agni, the fire-god, as Bhava, will not be helpful until an etymology
of the name is found; the best is the statement (p. 5 and n. 8) that 'The Bahlika
language is for the Northerners and 'Chagas native'. The inference that these peoples
were Iranian would have been welcome to Professor Przyluski, who held that some
Panjab peoples of Epic times were immigrants from Iran.
The Epic, with its political outlook, is naturally rather unmindful of racial
differences among the peoples figuring in the story. We are not told, though we may
find indications, that the Gandhara people of gakuni, son of Subala, were gakas. We
may pass over peoples who are merely named, whether remote peoples of the east
(Assam, etc.) or south (ParAlyas,etc.), who are, most likely, late accessions to the
text, or trans-Indus peoples, perhaps ancient reminiscences; but even such
realistically known neighbours as the Trigartas, Kulutas and Kunindas receive no
racial qualification, and their chiefs, or kings, are provided with good Sanskrit
personal names.
There
is, however, one extensive passage, first brought to light by Lassen
and partly summarized in the L.S. volume (p. 4), which has a pointedly ethnographic
character. The import of the passage, mentioned supra as addressed by Kara to the
lvladra king galya, is a denunciation of the un-Aryan and immoral usages of the
lvladra people, stigmatized as 'filth of the earth', and particularly of the women, 'filth
of women'. The simply un-Aryan characteristics are such as (a) lack of castedistinctions - so that a man could be successively a Brahman, a Ksatriya, a Vaisya, a
gildra, a barber, and then again a Ksatriya, and after being a twice-born could be in
the same place a slave - (b) matters of diet, etc., - eating of flesh even of cows, asses,
and dogs, drinking the milk of the same, utensils abnormal (e.g. wooden bowls) and
defiled, and so forth. More significant are the charges of laxity, amounting to
promiscuity, in matters of sex, accompanied by loud and drunken behaviour on the
part of the women. Still more pointed is the allegation of 'confusion of children and
barrenness of wives', so that a person's heirs were not his sons, but his sister's sons.
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The charge of sexual laxity acquires precision in the designation Utsavasankera, used in the Maha-Bharata (II, vv. 1025, 1191, VI, v. 38 (with Trigartas))
and also by Kalidasa and in Peran.as as name of a group ('the seven U.-tribes') of
mountain people (parvaiiya), partly at least included in the Madra kingdom (the
Jammu hills). The term, for which Lassen could suggest no better rendering than
'one who passes his life in gay situations'
, is also inadequately represented by
Pargiter's 'affection (usava) - gesture of invitation', where, however, the notion of
sexual promiscuity was detected. For, though utsava can be used by the Classical
poets in the sense of 'delightful occasion', its proper signification is 'festival', with
which meaning it is still used in Hill dialects: sariketa, again, before meaning 'agreed
sign' means 'agreed thing', 'convention', and specially 'assignation'. The rendering
'festival-assignation' acquires an ethnographical value from its correspondence to an
actual usage of the Koko-nor 'Tanguts' (Tibetans), whose 'cap-gatherings' are, so to
speak, 'coming-out parties' of the youth of both sex - as for dancing, repartee songs,
etc.: the young men severally snatch the caps of feminine opposite numbers, who are
required to go by night and redeem them. The remoteness of the Koko-nor region
should not be urged against this comparison, because in the Bhot regions of the
western Himalaya there is an ubiquitous institution named Ram-bang which is of a
quite analogous character. The sexual conditions prevailing over a agreat area of the
western Himalaya will be more amply evidenced infra. The statement that among
the Utsava-sanketas (or Madras in general?) a man's heirs were his sisters' sons, not
his own, seems clearly to imply a system of matrilineal descent, which in South
India is the mananakattayani of Travancore and Cochin. It was totally alien to IndoAryans and accordingly provoked denunciation. If in the case of the Utsava-sanketas
we think first of Tibeto-Burman connection, the denunciation of wooden and defiled
eating-vessels had obvious provocation in the wooden bowls invariably carried in
the breast 'pocket' of all Tibetans, east and west, and the method of cleaning them:
the Indians required earthen-ware or metal and were markedly scrupulous as to
cleaning.
Clearly the Utsava-sanketas were non-Aryan, concerning the other montane
peoples whom we have had occasion to specify, Trigartas, Kulfatas,Kunindas, we do
not seem to find original notices of ethnographical value: the Sanskrit names given
to their kings or chiefs, which we have regarded as non-evidential, could, of course,
be thought to point to Indo-Aryan rulers of native populations; but the impression
received is in some cases at least in favour of the alternative view, which is also
supported by analogies in Further India. Here we shall have to depend on other
evidence; but as regards the Kuninda king AmoghabhOti,of the coins, whose name
was not a poetic invention, it may be noted that its second element, Mutt, proves
that the caste-status accorded to him was not of a KWriya, but of a Vaiya. The
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Udumbara king Vemaki Rudravarman of Professor Allan's coin (op.cit. pp. lxxxvvi) was clearly a native, as is proved by his surname, unmistakably identical with the
tribal name Vaiyamaka of MM.
An ethnographical indication may be seen in reference to the Kiratas, who are
not only ugra-vikrarna, 'formidable fighters', but also carmavasas, 'skin-robed'. That
this contemplates the long skin coats of the Tibetans, and also that the comparison of
Cinas and Kiratas to gold and their troops to a kanlikara forest denotes the pale
yellow or isabelline hue of Tibetan peoples we may credit on the ground of much
stronger evidence. The 'little Kirata girl' who in the Atharva-veda (X. 4. 14) 'digs a
medicament on the ridges of the mountains' cannot, at that date, be other than a
western; and her occupation, the quest for herb medicines, exemplifies a practice, or
passion, characteristic of Tibetans universally. The Kiratas who in the IlialsoBharata and later literature are unfailingly named as the natives of the Kailas.a Manase region and the cis-Himalayan area to its south are indubitably TibetoBurman: and with the same it is reasonable to connect the Kira people, of supposed
Tibetan origin, recorded as invading Chamba from the east during the Xth - Xlth
century A.D. and whose memory persists in the name of Kirgraon (BaiinAth), =
Kira-grama in the east of Kangra: the to in Kirtita, like that in Kulata (possibly also
in Trigarta) and like the da in K^ aiinda,etc., has the appearance of a Suffix.
The indications of Tibeto-Burman ethnical affinity receive strong confirmation
from what is known of Kiratas further east. In the very early history of Nepal a
Kirata dynasty with 29 reigns fills a long period; and there is no possibility of
disconnecting them from the existing Kiranti group of tribes, so elaborately
discussed, linguistically, anthropologically and historically, by Hodgson in at least
three of his essays. Thus their totally Tibeto-Burman affiliation is beyond question.
Their present territory is the eastern part of Nepal, whence Tibeto-Burman kinship is
continued by the populations of Sikkim. Bhutan and the mountains north of Assam.
Hence there is no occasion for doubt when in the Maha-Bharata of elsewhere we
find Kiratas mentioned in connection with Tirhut or Assam.
It is incredible that the Indians should have failed to remark the real affinities of
peoples whom they knew so widely, and whom they so definitely discriminated
from others, e.g. Kunindas and Tanganas, adjoining therm Only therefore with the
stipulation that Tibeto-Burmans are denoted can we approve the statement of Levi
pp. 79-80, 128), that the name applies to all the montane peoples of the
Himalaya.
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(4) Modernobservationsand deductions.
(4a) Cis-Himalayanregions.
Perhaps the above few particularscomprisemost of the relevant information
containedin the ancient Sanskrittexts. Turning to other possible sources,we may
cite in regardto the cis-Himalayanterritoriesthe elaborateanthropometricalstudies
recorded in Risley's Thepeople of India (pp. cxvi-xi, Kirantis by Col. Waddell,
Kanets of Lahul and Kulu by Sir T. H. Holland):Sir T. H. Holland'sstudy of the
Kanets, publishedin full in the Journal of the AnthropologicalInstitute of Great
Britain and Ireland,III
(1902),pp. 96-121,works out a view of the Kanets of
Lahul diversifiedfrom those of Kulu by a Tibetan strain akin to that seen in the
Tibetansof Darjeeling,an assumptionnot self-evident,Monographson Caddis (by
E. O'Brien)and on Chirths,publishedas nos. II and III in 'PunjabEthnography'(see
Kangra Gaz.1904,pp. 77, 79) seem not to be discoverablein English libraries.
Modern researchesof this character,although their historicalsignificancemay be
affected by chronologicalconsiderations,provide within their limits an objective
basis. They can be adequately estimated,however, only by experts;and ordinary
personscan better appreciateless technicalobservations.
In regardto the cis-Himalayanpopulationswe have in the Gazetteersand other
worksmassesof itemswhichmay turn out to haveethnographicalsignificance:and
in Hodgson'sdescriptionsof the peoples whom he discusses we commonlyfind
external, anthropophysicalas well as cultural, observationswhich in respect of
precisionand completenessleave nothingto be desired.One passage,of a different,
but relevant,import,we may heremention,althoughit brings in the Indiannotion of
caste,which for the presentwe shouldprefer to shun.The passage,quotedat length
by Cunningham, explains how the Khas, as the present ruling race in Nepal,
originated in the quasi-marriageof refugee Brahmansto native Turanianfemales.
The offspring could not be Brahmans; but the spirit, or, we may suspect, the
matrilinealnotions,of the nativesrefusedto regardthe childrenas illegitimate,and
they came to be accordedby the Brahmansthe status of Ksatriya,whichthe present
Khas race now holds. Here we may indeed agree that the Ksatriya status was
conferredby Brahmaninfluence;and, bringingin the matrilinealnotion,we can find
evidencefor the acceptanceof the legitimacyof the offspring.What we ventureto
criticize is the statistical notion involved in the expression that the Khas were
'clearlyof mixed breed
, aboriginalTartars by the mothers' side, but Aryansby the
fathers'.' The conceptionof a 1:] relation of Brahmanmen to Khas women seems
fanciful:so many Brahmansand such uniformityare otiose: in case one such child
should havebeen so distinguished,it is quite intelligiblethat all childrenof leading
peopleshouldsoonhave beenmakingthe sameclaim; and the claimof a wholetribe
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to such status is likely to have resulted from the militaryprestigewhich the tribe
enjoyed: it may be said that the social working of the caste system is inspired
throughoutby rivalry for prestigebetween classes and races. It seems obviousthat
the great majorityof Khaschildrenresultedfrom unionsof Khas with Khas; and this
is, in fact, patentin Hodgson'sstatementthat they 'graduallymergedthe greaterpart
of their own habits,ideas and language(but notphysiognomy)in that of the Hindus'
(p. 38). The statistical fallacy here involved needed mention because Hodgson's
phrase 'by the half blood',which perhapsshouldbe 'the one-thousandthblood', has
been copiedin varioussimilarconnections.
One or two other first-handobservationsmay herebe cited: (a) In regardto the
people of the 'Bhot' districts in the north of Garhwaland KurnaonTraill, the first
British Commissionerfor the district, states in his elaborate'Report on Kamm'
that —
'Bhotiyas resemble Tartars (Tibetans) in appearance
, language, religion,
customsand tradition'.
Cf. p. 47, wherethey are describedas 'perfectTartars'.These statements,carryinga
pointedcontrastto the main (Khas)population,can be supplementedby Shen-ing's
descriptions,where it is also mentionedthat the Bhotias, superficiallysomewhat
Indo-Aryanized,do not relish the imputationof being Tibetans,which, and from no
really ancient date, they indubitablyare; (b) Next westwards, and in territory
continuouswith, and similar to, that of the Bhotias,the people of Kunawar were
described in 1825 by Herbert, who remarked upon the 'contrastbetween Tartars
(Tibetans)and K.anaurisin appearanceand language';and in 1841by A. Gerard,
who writesthat 'The Tartars(Tibetans)are very differentin appearanceand mariners
from the inhabitantsof lowerKoonawur';(c) Next west-wards,again, we have for
Kulu, Lahul and Spiti, the valuableextracts from Lyall's SettlementReport(1871),
publishedin the KangraGazetteer1897,PartsII-IV, as well as the less concentrated
informationcontainedin Harcourt'sKooloo,Lahoul and Spilt(1871): from these it
is clear that physiognomicallythe Kulu people have no patently Lin-Indo-Aryan
traits, whereasthe Lahulis show a 'Mongolian'factor, and the Spiti populationis
throughlysuch, a judgement harmonizingwith all other evidence;(d) In the very
elaborateGazetteers for Chamba (1904), for Kangra (1904, and 1924-25),for the
SimlaHill States (1910), and proportionallyin those for Mandi (1904) and Suket
(1904), we always find in sectionsheaded 'Population',exhaustiveaccounts of the
peoples, their numbers, vital statistics and classes, their usages, ceremonies,
religions,superstitions,their occupations,implements,food,dress, amusements,etc.
Their historicalor traditionalmigrationsand internalchanges of status are related,
and generally there is some discussionof race or class origins. In one of two
instances,e.g. in the case of the Gaddis,Pangiw5lsand Gujars of Chamba,special
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populations receive separate treatment. Evidently there must be in this mass of
precise and certified information abundant material for historico-ethnographical
research. But, except as concerns Lahul and Spiti, we do not often find somatic
features adduced in the occasional suggestions of mixed ethnical origins: in fact the
Chamba Gazetteer 1904, p. 58 seems to deny such features generally; but see infra
(pp. [...1 ) concerning the Ghirths and the Kulu Dagis.
1. Two generalities.
The particulars being through multitude and variety somewhat overwhelming,
we may call attention to two generalities, the one linguistic and the other economic,
which come into view. The numerous Indo-Aryan dialects, which in their totality
cover the whole area, excepting the narrow band of Tibeto-Burman in the north, are
not in their several spheres diversified or intermingled through differences of social
class. It does not seem that there are, as sometimes in India, caste dialects. The Kolis
and other low-castes are not linguistically discriminated. This situation, not
inevitable, as is proved by the case of (Tibeto-Burman) Kunawar, where the lowcaste Charnangs and Domangs are Indo-Aryan in speech, might be due to the modest
numbers of the total populations; but it may exemplify a special complete-ness of
the Indo-Aryanization in the sphere of language.
The economic generality is the fact that the bulk of the populations consists
everywhere of agricultural peasants. This fact renders it statistically probable that, in
the absence of wholesale replacements such as have taken place in north and south
America, in Australia and elsewhere, these are descended from the original races
dominant in the respective areas: and hypotheses to this effect have sometimes been
mooted in the pages of the Gazetteers. Thus the Chamba Gazetteer 1904 quotes (p.
135 and n. 2) Sir 3_B. Lyall's remark that —
'There is an idea current in the hills that of the landholding castes the Thakurs
,
Rathis, Kunets and Girths are either indigenous to the hills or indigenous by the
half-blood: and that the Brahmans, RajpUts and others are the descendants of
invaders and settlers from the plains'.
In regard to Kulu the Kangra Gazetteer of 1897 states (II, pp. 58-9) that —
'The Kanets are the low-caste cultivating class of all the eastern Himalayas of
the Punjab and the hills at their base, as far west as Kulu and the eastern part of
the Kangra district, throughout which tract they form a very large proportion of
the total population. Beyond this tract, in K5ngra proper, their place is filled by
Ghiraths... The Kanets claim to be of impure RajpEitorigin, but there is little
doubt that they are really of aboriginal stock... The Kanets are exclusively
agriculturists and shepherds. When asked their caste, they as frequently reply
"zamincifir"as "Kane" .
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The expression 'low-caste cultivating class' must be taken in a strictly Indian sense,
as determined by the Indian caste-system. The communities in question are not only
entitled by numerical predominance to be regarded as 'the people', but also are show
by other circumstances to constitute socially a 'middle class'. Firstly, they are always
sharply distinguished from the really low classes, whether of village menials,
labourers or in some cases tenants, or of minor craftsmen or outcasts. Secondly, they
are always in social exchange with the higher ranks, which in certain circumstances
can take their daughters in marriage and, when reduced in status, become absorbed
in them. The designations of this 'middle class' differ geographically and are partly
significant,
The Kanets/lCunets, whose area is very extensive, will occupy us infra. The
(3hirths, who with the IZathis constitute the two great cultivating tribes in Kangra
proper and the hills below it, where they fill much the same position as do the
Kanets in the parts to the east, and who in 1921 numbered there 116759, have a
caste name which simply means 'householder', Sanskrit grhastita, and which in India
is widely used in addressing miscellaneous companies. Used as a caste-name, it may
itself be an indication that the caste was originally undistinguished from the people
as a whole, The RAlhis (in 1921 numbering 51,857), who 'prevail throughout the
Palampur and Harnirpur Talisils" in (eastern) Kangra, are in Chamba also the great
cultivating community' and 'often speak of themselves simply as zamindae: there
they numbered in 1904 37,973, being 'essentially one caste' with the Thakurs,
numbering further 7,243. Here Rathi = Sanskrit rici$riya, of which the certified early
signification was 'people of the district or realm', was obviously an ancient general,
not caste or class, designation: the Thakurs, who 'on the whole rank a little higher
than the Rkthis', though 'in some parts of the hills the two names are regarded as
almost synonymous', might appeal to the superiority indicated by the Sanskrit
Oakkuta, 'chief', which as early as the VIth-VIIth century AD, was held by the
founder of a dynasty in Nepal; but it does not imply a racial difference, Here we
encounter a matter which receives prominence in practically all the Gazetteer
accounts, namely the decline in status of originally upper classes. It is everywhere
concluded that the oldest available records attest a period of small states, or baronies,
governed by Thakurs and Rinds, the latter term being derived from Sanskrit
rajanya(ka), a word of which the original meaning is 'one having ruling function or
status (kmara). Presumably, therefore, it was applied to ruling persons who did not
quite qualify for the title riyan, 'king', As title of such rulers, the term Thlikur is still
alive in Lahul and, along with Ranti, in the Simla Hill States; and both are in various
districts reported or remembered down to fairly recent centuries. It seems likely that
the title Thakur was originally borne by native chieftains; and this falls in with the
view stated in the Chamba Gazetteer (p. 61), that 'probably most of them originally
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were of the Rathi caste',or, since they originatedin pre-castetimes, were 'natives'.
Indo-Aryanswill have preferredto be calledRat.l: the distributionof the two titles,
of which the Chamba Gazetteer furnishes(pp. 61-2) some instructiveparticulars,
mightpossiblyyield somehistoricalprofit.
It is generallyheld that the regime of Thakursand Ripas gaveplace to the rule
of kings (raja), of whichthe earliest historicalinstancebelongsto a Chamba ruler
Meruvarman,(c.680-700 A.D.), a naming of whose ancestors may point to a
commencementin the VIth century. The process of 'overthrow of the barons',
whereofeven the Tibetankingdomsuppliesan examplebelongingto the end of the
VIIth century,A.D., necessarilydepressesthe prior rulingclass in the directionof
amalgamation with the middle stratum of the population, leaving only some
outstanding exceptions. A further stage is reached when a distinctly foreign
dominancesupervenes.In the hill states such an occurrenceis impliedin the term
'Rajpfit', which in modem centuriesis appropriatedby all the highestcastes other
than Brahman,including the ruling families and those claiming connectionwith
them. It is not doubted that many, or most of these are related,as they are fully
convinced,to the Rajputsof India; and this sufficesto imposea limit of date, since
even in Indiathere were no Rajputsin the requisitesense,prior to the Via century
A.D. It is of the Rajputsonly that any mass immigrationinto Himalayancountriesis
plausiblyalleged.Previous historyattests nothingmore than one or two incidental
invasions; and the countries, insignificant,from the Indian point of view, in
populationand power, were left to their internal contentionsand, as regards the
westernstates,to the actionof Kashmir:the genealogicallegendsconcerningcastes
and familiesare of an anecdoticcharacter.Even of Rajputsno mass immigrationis
attested;but some weightcan be attachedto the chronologicallyridiculousnarrative
of Faristah concerninga 'Rathor king of Kanauj', who about the '20th year of
Vilmamaditya'overran the hills from Kumaonto Jammu, Such a feat may indeed
have been accomplishedby a 'Rajpur ruler of Kanauj during the VIllth-IXth
century;and from some such period the [Lajasor Ranasmay have begun to regard
themselves,as they have done later, as RAjpats.But seriousimmigrationof Rajputs
is more plausiblyregardedas causedby Muhammadan,and speciallyby Mughal,
invasions and domination in India: the clearest instance is that of the Gurkha
dynastyin Nepal,whichbefore leadinga Khas peopleto the conquestof that valley
had had, it is claimed,a long genealogyas chiefs in Chitor,Rajputana.
The aim of the above remarks is to introduce the fact that Rajfit caste-rank,
though the highestand sharedprimarilyonly by the actual ruling familiesand their
connectionsand by the hereditaryRams, has not everywherepreservedthe caste
from the depressionnoted in the case of Rams and Thakurs.Thus the Chamba
Gazetteerstates (p. 132)that, 'exceptinggood families,they have for the most part
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becomemergedin the generalagriculturalcommunity'.The Kangra Gazetteer18834 says (p. 89) concerningthe Rams, whorank as Rajputs,—
'These petty chiefs have tong since been dispossessed
, and their holdings
absorbedin the largerprincipalities.Still the nameof Rana is retained,and their
allianceis eagerlydesiredby the Miens'.
and (p. 75) —
'The Rajpiitclans of the secondgrademightmore properlybe called firstgrade
Thakare
and that of 1924-25says(p. 166)—
'It is not easy to indicatethe line which separatesthe Rajpgt f
rom the clans
immediatelybelowhim, known in the hills by the appellationof Thakurand
Rathr.
Of the Lulu Rajputsthe KangraGazetteerII. (1897)states (p. 59) that —
'The Rail:pats
in mostplaces differ but little in characterfromthe Kanets'.
The SimlaHill StatesGazetteersays(Bashahr,p. 13)—
'Most of the ruling familiesare very old. They call themselvesRajputsandhave
been knownas such for many generations.Nothingcertaincan be said further,
except that some families themselves say that they are descendants of
Brahmans.Most of the non-rulingRajputsare cadets of the rulinghouses.Their
tendencyis to fall away from the orthodoxcustoms of their tribe, and after
some generationsto become halbahu, or ploughing,Rajputs, with whom the
genuineRajputs will not hold any kind of social intercourse.Eventuallythey
descend still lower, and are merged in the Kanet tribe. There are, however,
instancesof halbiihuItijput familiesregainingthe statusof full RajpUt.s
after a
generationor two by abandoningtheir irregular practices and being careful
abouttheir marriages'.
In these extractswe see a social structure,general in the Hills, Ghirth (in Kangra),
Rath' (in Chamba),Kanet(in Kanetarea)- Thakur- Rana - Rajput,in whichthe last
three stagesare successivelysuperimposed,and each tendsto depressthe preceding,
and the Thakuris mostlyabsorbedin the first. The processis perhapsexemplifiable
amongmost peoples.What, for instance,happenedto Anglo-Saxonleading families
duringthe periodwhen Englandwasruled by 'Normanblood'?The specialityof the
Indiansystem is that its genealogicalelementmaintainssocial differencesof esteem
and observancesin existencelong after they have lost other significance.The chief
practicalaccompanimentswere restrictionsupon intercourse,forms of address,diet,
the wearing of the sacredthread (janeo)and so forth,handlingthe plough, etc., but
particularlyupon marriage.As regards the last item, the rules, less strict than in
India, allowedthe taking of brides from the next lowercaste,which, however,when
it took in the lowestof the respectablecastes,Rathis,Ghirths,Kanets,whichwere of
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Sfidra rank, endangered or qualified status, It can be conceived that the concession
of Rajpat rank to the Rana
which in general may have been of pre-Rabat
(sc. Ksatriya) origin, was a fiction convenient on both sides; but it may have resulted
in part from the depression of the Rajpats themselves through the further
superimposition of Musalman influence, general from Mughal times.
We must not be led into further comments from outside upon the complexities
of the caste-system, familiar to Indians in all social action and realized through
constant experience by those who have lived among them. Hence we pass over all
such matters as (a) existence of respectable castes, of traders, etc., with occupations,
status and usages obviously imported from India; (b) low, menial and untouchable
castes, which may constitute a separate problem; (c) the innumerable subdivisions,
septs, etc,, which, as in India also, affect social relations within castes and tribes; (d)
the relative looseness, in comparison with India, of caste-restrictions in the hills and
the progressive tinghtening of them observed in the Kangra Gazetteer 1883-4, pp.
74-5 and Chamba 1904, pp. 136, 137 n. 3; (e) the, perhaps rare, modification of
caste status by ruling authority (Ibbetson, § 338, and Hutchison & Vogel, op.cii., I, p.
66): and (f) the promotion, perhaps with an Indian tempo of 'generations', of
individual families through 'general acceptance' (ibid.).
What has here been suggested is that the superimpositions have been
throughout upon a statistically broad and solid basis, consisting of what may be
called 'the respectable Sudra population'. The term Eadra is not adverse, since its
practical import was 'peasant cultivator', for which ancient India had no other
applicable term: and in Dravidian India it was bestowed upon the whole similar,
non-Brahman, population, An economic foundation for a statistically predominant
and stable population existed in the limitation of area of cultivable land in a territory
of steep mountain valleys, a factor explicitly recognized by the people as foundation
of some of their usages.
2. Ethnographically significant usages.
Concerting the so defined castes as being, despite admixtures very
unstatistically reckoned in the expression 'by the half blood', descendants of the
early peoples, void naturally of Indian caste, we might expect to find in their
distinctive usages some ethnographically significant items. One such may be seen in
the quasi legitimacy of marriages of highcaste persons, even Brahmans, to lower
classes as far down as Ghirths in Kangra, and RAthisin Chamba, and as Kanets in
the Simla Hill States, the offspring being legitimate as Ghirth, Rath' or Kanet. This
accords with what was propounded by Hodgson (supra, p. [...]) concerning the
Nepal 'Chas, and with its interpretation as implying matrilineal descent. The same
conception may be seen in the chfaidavand system of inheritance, prevalent
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'universally among all tribes in Kangra Proper'
, and general elsewhere, according to
which —
'In case of inheritance by sons of more than one wife ... the first division of the
inheritance is made upon mothers, and not upon heads of sons'.
Still more pointed is the evidence of the custom, 'common in all these regions',
called chaukhandu —
'If a widow continues to reside in her late husband's house
, and she bears a son
at any time while residing there, the son is considered the (a.?) legitimate heir
to her late husband, no matter how long a time has elapsed since the death of
the latter. No inquiry is made as to who the child's real father is, and the widow
suffers no diminution in reputation'
For Kiingra Kanets the same is stated, with the addition that —
'This is the real custom also of the Girths and other similar castes in Kangra
,
though they do not admit the fact so bluntly.
As regards remarriage of widows, avoided by all strict Hindu castes, it is in Chamba
'customary in all castes in the state
, except the Brahmans and Rajpas of the capital
and Bhafliyat Wizarat'; in Kangra 'among Ghirths, Rathis and Thakurs and the other
lower castes'; in the Simla Hill States (Bashahr, p. 12), 'it is recognized among all
Kanets and usually permitted by Brahmans and Rajpfits in the upper hills'. It is,
indeed, highly general.
Purchase of brides is similarly widespread and usual, in Kangra (1883-4, p. 63,
1904, p. 77), Chamba (p. 126), Sirmur (1934, p. 58), Mandi Gazetteer, 1904, p. 22,
and among Kanets universally (see Tfika Ram Joshi, oppcit. pp. 535.6). The same is
the case among the Kumaon and Garhwal Khasiyas (Almora Gaz., p. 106, Garhwal,
p. 67).
The prevalence of such un-Indian usages in Chamba and Kangra, the two most
westerly of the large hill states, both distinguished for the antiquity and steadfastness
of Indo-Aryan mle, and within the range of Kashmir influence, is somewhat
surprizing; as regards Kangra perhaps especially so, since a high authority thought
that—
'the people of Kangra Proper , as distinct from Kulu, approach both in race and
language nearer to the western or Dogra than to the eastern or Pahaff group'
and, in fact, the Linguistic Survey classes the Kangra and Dogra languages with
'Standard Panjabil. When we proceed eastward to the Kanet/Kunet area, the
ethnographic indications can be seen to be massive.
3. Kanets: status and usages (general).
The significant particulars adduced in regard to the large classes of agricultural
peasants in non-Kanet areas have in one or two instances included references to
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Kanets also. Mostly they can be recognized with additional emphasis in relation to
the Kanets: as regards
(a) statistical importance and area:
Cunningham, who had made a practice of recording statistics of local
populations visited by him in the course of his travels in the northern hills and in the
native states to the south, opens his account of the 'Kunindas, or Kunets'
(Archaeological Survey of India, Report, Vol, IV, 1882, pp. 125 sqq.) with figures
showing the Kunets of the Cis-Sutlej Hill States to constitute 57 per cent of the total
population. Taking account of the trans-Sutlej states and of Mandi, Suklet and
Kohlur, he endorses the verdict of the Gazetteer that 'the Kunets are practically by
far the most important element in the rural population of the whole of the Simla
states': he proceeds to add that they are not confined to the hills, but are numerous in
the Dun valleys, as well as along the foot of the hills. On a later page (p. 130) he
cites Census percentages also for Kulu (58.5), Lahul (76.5) and Spiti (95.1).
There are, however, two matters, of a negative bearing, which may here be
noted. In the first place, the citation of Spiti, with its high percentage (95.1) of
Kunets, must surely be due to some misunderstanding. The population of Spiti,
markedly different from that of its neighbour Lahul (see Gazetteer, p. [...]), is
decidedly Mongolian, sc. Tibetan, in physique, temperament and speech, and has
long been so: one can only conclude that in this instance 'Kunet' has been used
simply in place of 'agriculturist'. The second point relates to the Kangra and Chamba
States: in Kangra the Kunets seem to belong only to Bangahal, 'to the east of Kangra
proper, which adjoins Kulu; in Chamba it seems doubtful whether they exist at all.
We have therefore to reckon with the possibility that the Beas river, which was the
western limit of the Kulindrine/Kuninda kingdom, is appoximately now the western
limit of the Kunets. Some other circumstances support this view (see infra).
From the present distribution of Kunets Cunningham infers (p. 127) that
'In the southern hills of Garhwal and Samior they (the Kuninda or Kunet) were
early displaced by Brahmans and Rajputs from the plains; but in the inner
recesses of the hills, in the valley of the Pabar, and along the southern bank of
the Sutlej, they maintained their independence down to a comparatively late
date'.
He gives instances of such independence existing as recently as '300 years ago' and
even 'until five or six generations back' (p. 129) and records elsewhere [...] that in
e.560 A.D. a 'Kuninda king' was mentioned by Varahamihira in his Sanskrit.
After referring to a tradition of Kunets, and monuments attributed to 'Maowis
or Mona?, in Garhwal also, Cunningham admits a possibility that these were Khakis
and not Kunets: then continuing, he writes —
'But in the upper valley of the Pabar the Chuhan tribe of Kunets continued to
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rule over Chuisara until some 10 or 12 generations back, or about 300 years ago,
when the last Raja was treacherously murdered by three Rajpat brothers The
district of Rowahin then comprised parts of the valleys of the Pabar, the Rupin,
and the Tons, and was ruled over by several petty chiefs of the Rao or Rowat
tribe of Kunets, who took the title of Rowaltu ... The upper portion of the Pabar
valley, comprising Silades or Rock district, is said to have still retained its
independence until five or six generations back, when it was seized by the Raja
of Bisahar'.
The three river valleys, Pabar, Rupin and Tons, extend into the heights of the
Dhavaladhar Range, somewhat to the west of its branching from the Great
Himalaya; north of the Dhavaladhar the valley of the Baspa river, which belongs to
'Bisahar'
, extends far up in the angle between the two ranges, where its beginnings
are not remote or inaccessible from the sources of the three. That the Bashahr State
should be said to have interposed in this high remote region, contiguous with the
extreme south-eastern corner of its territory, is historically interesting.
The continuous area of largely or predominantly 'Kunet' population embraces
therefore practically all the Himalayan territories east of Kiingra and Chamba and
west of Garhwal, including the entire valley of the Beas as far down as the point
where it enters Kangra, also the valley of the Sutlej with its tributaries; and further
east approximates to the main feeders of the Jumna, which in fact it may at an earlier
period have overpassed. Nor can Cunningham's limitation of his original Kunets
(with his Khasiyas and Khasas) to 'the lower slopes of the Himalaya' any longer be
upheld. He can hardly himself have included Kulu, not to mention Lahul and Spiti,
in such a definition. With the present knowledge of the main central area, and
especially of the large Bashahr State, whereof the whole northern district, with a
population of which it has been said 'We are all Kanets', reaches the actual passes
over the Great Himalaya, it can be said that there is, or has been, a compact Kanet
area, extending from the Beas to the Jurnria and from below Simla to the transHimalayan border.
The latest Census statistics (1931) do not maintain Hodgson's high figure (57
per cent) for the proportion of the Kanets in the total population of their area.
Probably the large general increase in numbers, and especially the new occupations
and classes created by modem Europeanization, have transformed the statistical and
economic situation. The 1931 figures for Kanets may be set out as follows: —
Kangra (i.e. mainly the administrated districts of Kulu, Lahul and Spiti, there
being in Kangra Proper, as stated supra (p. [... ]), practically no Kanets)
Kanets 72,704 (rural population of whole area 794,053)
(Mandl K.
(Sunket K.
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(BeiaspurK.
22,797 (ruralpop. 98,607)
(SirmurK.
41,925 (ruralpop. 140,760)
(SimlaHill States 56,995(rural pop, 330,850)
(b) Occupation:Everywherethe Kanets are occupied,as landholdingpeasants, in
agriculture.This havingbeen attested,in general,by citations,only a few additional
itemsneedbe adduced—
1.Kula: 'The Kanets hold nearly 60 per cent of the total cultivatedarea'... 'The
Kanets are exclusivelyagriculturistsand shepherds'... ['The Rajpas in
mostplaces differ but little in characterfromthe Kanets']
2. Lahui:'The populationis mainly composed of co-called Kanets, but they are
differentin appearancefrom the Kanets of Kulu,their featuresbeing of the
Mongoliantype „, ThroughoutLahul the people are careful and laborious
cultivators,Much of the field work is done by the women ... Many of
those who live in Patan are, no doubt, descendantsof Kanet settlersfrom
Kulu and Bangahal;the rest and the inhabitantsof Gars and Rangloiare
pure Botias or nearly so [TheTheikursare the gentry and quondam
rulers of the valley. They are more or less pure Botias or Mongoliansby
blood,but havebegun... to asserta Rajpiatorigin]
Mandl: 'The Rahu and Khas are two importanttribesof the hill Kanets... They are
exclusivelyagriculturistsand are industriouscultivators'[TheRajpfitsare
of a First and a Second order, the Second consisting of Halbai, or
cultivating,tribes,or als, and supposedto be inferior]
Suket: 'TheKanets formthe mass of the agriculturalcommunity;theyperformall
kinds of agriculturalwork with their own hands,and are assistedby their
women, who observe no purdah'. ['The Rajpiltsare representedby comparativelyfew families... The threehigherfamiliesand someof the Pahr5r
will not put theirhands to the plough,butthe remainderdo ...']
Sirrnur: 'Kanets are generallyagriculturistsand owners of land ... Some Kanet
families,by performingthe dutiesof priests,have acquiredthe sect name
of Dewa or Negi'. ['TheRajpas are numericallyfew ... RajpUtfamiliesare
of two classes- ruling and non-ruling... Sonicof themhavesunkto Kanet
status'].
Bilaspur:'TheKanettribe preponderatesand holds45 per cent of the cultivatedland'.
['Fully three quarters of the population are dependent on agriculture.
Kanets are the most successful; Rajputs and Brahmans are less
painstaking']
SimlaHill States:
Bashahr: 'The principal agriculturalclasses are Rajpfits, Kanets, Brahmans and
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Kolis. The Kanets preponderate Largely They have plenty of cattle and
many of them make a fair income from trade, to which agriculture is a
secondary occupation' ['llajputs are usually agriculturists, and some are
employed in the service of the state']
Nalagarh:'Kanets are spread all over the state ... Most of the Kanets are agriculturists. Some earn their living by selling grain, grass, or wood, or by
taking service' ['The majority of the Rajprits are connections of the ruling
families. They cultivate their lands, and sometimes take service or engage
in trade']
Keonthal:'Kanets predominate as an agricultural class, and hold 61 per cent. of the
whole cultivated area'.
Baghat: 'The principal tribes are Brahmans, Rajpas and Kanets ... A considerable
proportion of the Kanet population belongs to the Khash section. The
Khash Kanets of Baghat are said to have come from Bashahr' ['Rajputs are
all offshoots of the Royal family. Most of them are jeigirdarsi]
Jubbal: 'Kanets form the majority of the population, they are divided into various
classes and are all agriculturists'. ['The Rajprits, as elsewhere in the hills,
fall into an upper and a lower class ... The latter work in their fields and,
broadly speaking, differ little from the better classes of Kanets in their
mode of life It is said that after two or three generations most higher
class Rajpilts deteriorate to second class']
Kumharsain: The majority of the inhabitants of the State are Kanets, fully twothirds of the population belonging to this tribe „. Forty-five per cent. of the
cultivated area is held by Kanets'. i'RkipUts are generally relations of the
Rank holding jagirs. Some families, originally Rajput, are now-a-days
counted as Kanet'].
(c) Caste and Status: According to the caste system the Kanets are 17idras
and are
not entitled to wear the Brahmanical thread; but effectively they rank third in the
social order, if an inconsiderable number of special groups, India-derived and with
India-derived caste-claims, e.g. traders, gold-workers, barbers, etc., are left out of
account. The order is Brahman, Rajput, Kanet, below whom, with a definite line of
partition, come various classes of craftsmen, labourers, village servants, menials and
outcasts. The Kangra Gazetteer recognizes two grades of Brahmans, Rajpilts and
udras; and among these, and also among the lower classes, there are subdivisions
based upon particular differences of usage, caste-scruples, Sept, locality. Among the
Kanets the subdivisions according to sept and locality are specially numerous, and
there is at least one broad division which requires consideration.
In comparison with the plains of India the hill countries have been found
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characterized by a relative laxity of castse-usage. From Lyall's Settlement Report on
Kingra the Gazetteer of 1883-4 has (pp. 74-6) a long quotation from which the
following may be extracted —
'Till lately, the limits of caste do not seem to have been so immutably fixed ...
On the border line in the Himalayas, between Thibet and India proper, anyone
can observe caste growing before his eyes; the noble is changing into a
Rajpfit, the priest into a Br5hrnan, the peasant into a Jai, and so on down to the
bottom of the scale. The same process was, I believe, more or less in force
down to a period not very remote from to-day'.
Of the original laxity two important particulars have been mentioned in
connection with the Chamba-Katigra area viz. —
(a) frequency and quasi-legitimacy of marriage of women of the great
landholding peasant class, in Chamba Ralhis, in Kangra Ghirths, to men of the
theoretically higher castes, Rajputs (and even Brahmans), Ramos, Thakurs, and
recognition of the offspring as having at least their mothers' caste status, when not
actually promoted.
With castes inferior to the Rathis and Ghirths such marriage is totally
inadmissible.
(b) remarriage of widows, disfavoured only by limited groups affecting a
special strictness: and peculiarities of usage in regard to a widow's retention of
domicile and bearing heirs to her late husband's family.
From the Kanet area also these items have been incidentally exemplified. A few
quotations may here be added, partly in order to exhibit the general status of the
Kanets in their area.
Kulu: (Here there are certain deviations)
'The children of a Brahman and Rajpi.it by a Kanet wife are called
Brahmans and Rajpilts; the term RAW is often added as a qualification by
anyone pretending himself to unmixed blood. In the absence of other
children they are their fathers' full heirs ... Among the Kanets and the lower
castes the custom hitherto has been that every son kept and treated as a wife
was legitimate ... A widow cannot be deprived of her life tenure of her
husband's estate for want of chastity so long as she does not go away to live
in another man's house'
Lahul: 'There is as much licence in Lahul as in Kulu with regard to intermarriage.
The Thakurs take [(met women as srajat, not as lahri; and though the sons
of such women are not at first considered as Thakurs, yet in a few
generations they become equal ... Brahmans also have Kanet women in
their houses, and the sons of such women succeed as if legitimate. Their
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fathers will not eat from their hands, but they will smoke with them, „.
where the father is not known, or where there is any doubt, illegitimate
children follow the caste of their mothers No Kanets wear the One° in
Lahul'.
Spiti:

In Spiti the population, thoroughly Tibetan, is caste-less. As to widows we
read —
'In case the brother-in-law of a widow does not come out of the monastery
to take his deceased brother's place, or in case there are no brothers-in-law,
the widow can marry again, and does not forfeit her interest in the estate by
so doing so long as she continues to reside on it: on the contrary, in default
of issue by the first husband, the children by the second will succeed to the
estate'

Simla Hill States:
Bilaspur 'The Rathis of Bilaspur are believed to be descendants of degenerate
Rajpats and Kanet mothers'
'There are said to be about eighty
subdivisions of Kanets in this state ... some of them claim to be
illegitimate descendants of various Rajas 'The [Brahman] Dharebars are
the priests of the Kanets, and practice all their peculiar customs, such as rid,
widow remarriage, etc. In fact, their wearing of the janeo is practically
the only thing which distinguishes them from the Kanets'.
Bashahr: In the case of this state, far the largest, it is important to note that the whole
northern area, 'the upper hills', se. the Kunawar district, has a population
very predominantly Kanet. The Gazetteer inserts a rather full discussion of
orgins, with particulars of the main general divisions into Khash, Rao, etc.,
Kanets, a matter to which we shall recur, and of rival assumptions of
superiority.
'In the upper hills it is common for Brahmans
, Rajprits, Banias and other
trading-classes to marry Kanet girls. Such marriages are in a sense regular,
but the children of the union are considered of inferior caste to their
fathers and are designated sarteras. It is not, however, uncommon for
descendants of a sartera to regain the status of his father after three or four
generations'.
'Karewa or widow remarriage is recognized by all Kanets
, and usually
permitted by inferior Brahmans and Raj/Hitsin the upper hills'.
'The Kanets of Kanawar being i-adras
, the sacred thread cannot be worn
by them'.
'The true Kanawar Kanets have the reputation of being superior in energy
,
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honesty, and general capacity to those of other parts of the Bashahr State.
In former days they held all the positions of trust in the administration, and
at the present moment most of the Raja's personal entourage, and the
majority of the subordinate State officials are Karawarle.
Nalagarh:
'Most of the subordinate offices of the state are filled by Kanets'.
Kurnharsain: A story purports to explain why the Kanets do not wear the sacred
thread.
The above deviations from Indian caste usage may, in so far as they are shared
by the populations of KRngra and Chamba, be regarded as ethnographically not
significant, except as evidence of partly matrilineal institutions once general among
all the pre-Aryan peoples of the whole area. In the Gazetteers it is here and there
suggested that the deviations may be in fact usages once shared by India itself, but
there since overpassed and obsolete; but, if no period is named, this seems hardly
substantial, and, given a period, how reconcile the facts with the mass of otherwise
available information concerning ancient India?
4. Kanets: distinctive usages.
There are, however, two usages which indubitably have special ethnographical
significance. The first of them is indicated in the Chamba Gazetteer statement (1904,
p. 158) that in the Piingi district —
'Women are allowed every freedom before marriage'. Such practice is
unsuitable for statistical or Gazetteer observation; but it is already noticeable that
from Chamba it is reported only in Pangi, a district in the extreme north belonging to
the Chenab valley and adjoining Zanskar, and again from Churah —
'women are allowed every license before marriage'
Churah also being a northern district adjoining Pangi on its own east. Both these
districts being distinguished also by absence of restrictions upon intermarriage
between the high castes, it seems possible that the particular usage, which manifestly
was not followed among the Caddis, was exceptional in Chamba as a whole. In
K5ngra it does not appear to be mentioned; and obviously it would not prevail in any
area of infant marriage, or very juvenile marriage, as in India.
When we come to Kula, where pre-puberty marriage is rare, the Gazetteer itself
goes so far as to state (p. 38) that there —
'Chastity , in short, if regarded as a virtue at all, is by no means considered a
duty'.
But, turning now to less official pronouncements, we can refer to Harcourt, op.cit.,
pp. 235-6, and the remark that —
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With the Kooloo woman chastity has never been a strong point',
As regards the Lahulis the Gazetteer quotes the judgment of Mr. Heyde, of the
Moravian Mission, that 'the standard of sobriety and chastity among them' was
'exceptionally low'. As no more is said, and as in regard to Spiti also the license in
question is not remarked, it may be that in those two areas, as in Tibet, the prevalent
Buddhist religion has interposed.
Concerning the Simla Hill States the Gazetteer is not here informative. But as
regards Kunawar J. D. Cunningham remarks that
'Chastity is not held in high esteem; that is
, the loss of it is not considered a
great disgrace in the eyes of the common people'.
The most informative statement is contained in Sherring's account (op.cit, pp. 104
sqq,) of the (Kumaon) Bhotia Rambang, which we have already cited in connection
with the lvladra'Utsavasaiiketas'. The Bhotias being Hinduized Tibetans, immigrants
of no ancient date, it is likely that they have derived the usage from a prior
population, which will have been akin to the Kunawaris.
The usage described is totally un-Indian, and, as we have seen, it had been at a
very early date a subject of Indian denunciation. Communal drunkenness, simultaneously denounced, is likewise a mark of the Kanet area,
The second usage or rather institution, which is that of 'fraternal polyandry', is
of far greater ethnographical importance. In Risley's The people of India (pp. 198
sqq), a distinction is made between 'matriarchal polyandry' and 'fraternal polyandry':
the former, which does not require kinship among the plural husbands, necessarily
involves matrilineal descent and inheritance, since the paternity of any offspring is
indeterminate. Of this character was the Nayar marriage of Malabar in southern
India; and probably the usage of the ancient Madras of the Panjab was similar, since
there a person's heirs were not his sons, but his sisters sons (supra, p. 20). 'Fraternal
polyandry', prevalent in Tibet, is unknown in India outside the Iiimillayan districts:
the bride is taken into the family as wife of a group of brothers, so that the offspring
belongs at any rate to the family and can fit into a patrilineal system of descent and
inheritance. It may be conjectured that there has been a historically intermediate
system, viz_ that of the 'Tanguts' of the Koko-nor region of north-eastern Tibet,
among whom the bridegroom is taken into the bride's family and thenceforth
belongs thereto.
As prevalent in the Kanet area, fraternal polyandry is reported by practically all
observers. J. B. Fraser's Tour of ... the Himala mountains (1820) notes it, with
abhorrence, in Sirmore (Sirmur, p. 206) and Buschur (Bashahr, p. 360); A. Gerard
remarks ('Account of Koonawur' p. 3) that 'polyandry, or a plurality of husbands,
prevails'; .1.D. Cunningham writes (op eit. , pp. 178-9) —
'The Kunawarees are all Polyandrists, i.e., one house or family has usually but
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one wife and she is considered as more particularly the wife of the eldest
brother'.
Tikli Wan Joshi writes (Ethnography of the Bashahr State, p. 535) —
'Marriage customs resemble those of the Tibetans . Brothers many a joint wife'.
When we turn to the Gazetteers, we find also help in determining the geographical area of this usage: thus it is attested in regard to
(a) Mandl (east from Kangra) —
'Polygamy is common and polyandry also not unknown'
(b) Kulu, with Siraj —
'Polyandry is common throughout Saffij
, and in parts of Waziri Rupi, and
is the rule among the inhabitants of the isolated MalEinaglen in the Kulu
tahsil'
(c) Lahul —
'Polyandry or the taking to wife of one woman by several brothers is a
recognized institution and is very general'
(d) Chamba - Lahul (a far north district of Charnba, adjacent, and linguistically
related, to Lahul)
'A modified form of polyandry is prevalent in Charnba - Lahul. At the time
of the marriage the younger brother of the bridegroom ,.. establishes his
right as a second husband'.
(e) Sitmur —
'Polyandry is practised commonly in the trans-Giri tract and also partly in
the adjoining Cis-Giri tract of the Rainka, Pachhad and Paonka tasils, One
wife is jointly married to two or more brothers ... Being son of more
fathers than one is the boast of trans-Chi man'.
(f) Simla Hill States (Bashahr)
'Polyandry prevails in the greater part of Kanawar and in some places in
Rohn] tahsil. There are two forms: (1) the higher, where the joint husbands
are brothers, and (2) the lower, where they are not brothers. As a rule the
former alone is found in Bashahr, but there are instances of the second ...
But generally speaking, the practice is for the joint wife to be shared by
uterine brothers up to the number of six'.
Then follow statistics showing the great frequency of polyandry among Kanets,
and some frequency among BrAhmans and Kolis: and it is said (p. 17) that the
practice is followed also in many places where it is not openly recognized.
The practically complete geographical coincidence of Kanet population and
fraternal polyandry is not infringed by the instance of Spiti, concerning which it is
stated that —
'polyandry is not practised, except among the datalptis and among the btahans,
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the descendants of the monks of the Pin monastery ... and these have adopted
the custom admittedly for prudential reasons'.
For the Spiti people are, in fact, not Kanet at all, but thoroughly Tibetan in
physiognomy and culture and language, as accords with their geographical situation
and history. On the negative side the evidence of Kangra and Charnba further
demonstrates the coincidence. In Kangra, where there are no Kanets except 'on the
eastern border' (sc. adjacent to Mandi), we read that —
'A certain number in Kulu, but practically none in Kangra proper, practise
polyandry'.
Similarly in Chamba, where again there are no Kanets —
'Polyandry
, occasionally common in hill tracts, is believed to be almost nonexistent in Chamba'.
The fact that polyandry is sometimes unavowed and sometimes excused, as
also occurs in Tibet (see Risley, op.cii., p. [... ]), may be a tribute to Hindu criticism.
The usual justification is, as also elsewhere (see Risley, p. 203), economic or
sumptuary, limitation of land or families; but popular explanations of immemorial
usages are out of court: and in the present case the divergence on the part of Kangra
and Chamba, where there would be the like excuses, proves that the matter is
ethnographical. History also is here concerned: not remote from, perhaps even
adjoining, the 'Kanet' area was the ancient Indian state of ParIcala, which in the case
of the princess Draupadi gave a joint wife to the five Panclava brothers: in the Epic
the totally un-Aryan transaction is provided (I. vv. 7131 sqq) with an anecdotal
excuse; and it is afterwards (vv. 7238 sqq.) elaborately discussed in the two families
and finally concluded with the approval of the sage Vyasa. It cannot indeed be
affirmed that the initiative is ascribed to the Pancala family, which, in fact, is
represented as at first averse: but that it corresponded to a non-Aryan factor in that
people is rendered probable by a second usage ascribed to it, viz. acceptance of
payment for brides; in later times the country was celebrated in connection with the
Kama-gastra. Hence it seems likely that in the Kanet area the usage of fraternal
polyandry, which cannot have been introduced later, existed in Epic times. As now
distinctively a Kanet usage it is recognized in the proverb
'A Kanet has one mother and eighteen fathers.'
As fully accordant with the above evidence we may add, from the Census
Report of 1911 (p. [...]), the following: —
'Polyandry, or the custom of a woman having more than one husband at one
time, is peculiar to the Himalayas. It exists in the Kulu sub-division, the
Bashahr state (Simla Hill States), and to a smaller extent in the Nahan, Mandi
and Suket states ... Polyandry is confined to the upper Himalayas - i.e. Spiti,
Lahul and Siraj in Kulu; Chamba-Lahul in Chamba, Siraj in Mandi, Rampur,
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Chin! (includingICanawar)and the upper minor states in Bashahar(State) and
the trans-Ginpart of the MahanISirmur]State'
The annexed observation that 'Similar customs are also prevalent among the
Brahmansand Rajputsin Kumaon'is not confirmedby the Gazetteers.
5. Three mainareas of Westerncis-Himalayapopulations.
The above characteristics,partly commonand partly discriminative,seem to
mark three main areas of Western Himalaya populations,namely (a) Kangra,
excluding the administrativelysnnexed districts of Kulu, Lahul and Spiti, (b)
Charriba,excludingChamba-Lahuland possiblyPangi, and (c) the Kanet country.
The chief commonfeatureis the statisticalpredominanceof a class of land-owning
peasants, who in the Indian caste system rank as kdras, but are sharply distinguishedfromdespisedranksof quasi-serfs,menialsand craftsmenboth by theirown
rules regardingmarriageand intercourseand by the fact that young womenof the
class can be takenas legitimateor quasi-legitimatewives of membersof the higher
orders.Usuallytheir occupationandmode of life and economicconditionare shared
by smaller groups whose designationsor in some points variant usages claim a
higher caste rank: such designations,e.g. Thdkur, Rand, Rajpiit, are commonly
indicativeof ancientrulingauthority.
The inferencewhichon groundsstatisticaland economicalhas been drawn in
accordancewith 'an idea current in the hills', viz. that the masses of agricultural
peasantsare in the main the heirs of pre-Indo-Aryanand pre-castepopulationsand
of their culture, is not confirmedby any ethnicalor tribal significationin the terms
Rothi and Girth/Ghirth:as we have seen, Rathi, derived from Sanskritraviya or
re4rika, meansprobablynothingmore than 'nativeof a rostra (kingdomor district)',
and Ghirth, Sanskritgrhastha, clearly means'householder';these were accordingly
from the Indo-Aryanside. In the Kangraarea at least one ancienttribal designation,
viz. Udumbara,is known:as concerns Traigarta the same confidencecannot be
affirmed,since accordingto the commoninterpretationTrigarta means'three-rivervalley-land',and in any case Traigarta could be merely dynastic. Charriba,as we
have seen, was apparently not known to ancient India; and even at present an
ethnicalname does not appear, provincialdesignations,Churahi, etc., being usual.
As the country was not unifiedbeforethe VIth centuryAD., there mayhave been a
plurality of ethnicalor tribal names. In Kingra and Chambathere are indeed two
tribal names,those of the Caddis and Gujars; but neither of these has any claim to
ancientoccupationin Chambaor Kangra.
The Kanet area presents some patentdifferencesfrom the situationin Kangra
and Chamba, of which differencesthe most obvious is territorial. The Kanet
population,with uniform statusand numericalstrengthas described,is distributed
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over not only the 19 'Simla Hill States', of which many, or most, have had a separate
existence at least from Mughal times, but also Sirmur, Mandi and Suket,
Kulu, Lahul, Charnba-Lahul, and (nominally at least) Spiti. This area, which
comprizes all the Himalayan districts from the Beas to the Jumna, coincides
remarkably with that delimited by prevalence, or at least occurrence, of the usage of
polyandry, mostly fraternal, and of post-puberty marriage, together with the
associated pre-matrimonial licence.
It seems likely that in respect of religion also the Kanet area should be
discriminated. The abundant and valuable information which the several Gazetteers
afford on this topic seems to show that in all the Himalayan territories the worship
of Hindu divinities is largely modified or replaced by cults and practices directed to
quite minor local powers, village and house deities, deities presiding over streams,
mountains etc., deified persons, etc.; and the ceremonies are often unorthodox, and
the ministrants non-Brahman: in the Kanet area this is so prevalent that the Hindu
notions are practically ignored; for the Bashahr State alone the Simla Gazetteer 1904
gives (pp. 37-8) the names-of 68 gods, largely unknown to India and confined to
limited territories, a few villages, or a single village. The shrines and the practices,
which often include sacrifice of goats, are peculiar. It is thought that, though many
of the particular cults may be quite modern or recent, the general situation is in
continuance of pre-Indo-Aryan conditions. This matter, being one of great
complexity and partly one of degree, may here be passed over as ethnographically
not sufficiently pointed; for a similar reason we may pass over the widespread traces
of ancient matrilineal notions in regard to descent and inheritance. A linguistic
consideration which may prove in itself decisive may be held in reserve.
6. Origins (traditional or hypothetic) of Ghirths, 11.5thisand Kanets.
The here expounded view, according to which the large classes of land-holding
peasants, Ghirths, Rathis and Kanets, are in the main descendants of the pre-IndoAryan, pre-caste, populations of the respective territories, is, as we have seen, not
uncountenanced by able administrators. But, since in the Gazetteers other, or at any
rate more complex, conceptions are worked out, and since among the peoples
themselves there are certain claims or traditions in regard to status, some further
observations seem to be requisite.
The Ghirths, who are, as the Census report of 1921 demonstrates, practically
confined to Kangra, are there also predominant in certain areas, especially in
Pargana Kangra, where they constitute 74 per cent of the land-holders. There is a
saying that there are 360 varieties of race and the same number of subdivisions of
Ghirths. In caste status they rank as 'second classkidras'; but there is no evidence of
rivalry with the Rathis, who in Kangra number 52,027 and are 'first-class fidras'.
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The maindistinctionis locality:'in all level and irrigatedtracts, whereverthe soil is
fertile and produce exuberant,the Ghirths abound; while in the poorer uplands,
where the crops are scanty and the soil demandssevere labour to compensatethe
husbandman,the Rathispredominate.It is as rare to finda Rap in the valleysas to
meet a Ghirth in the more secluded hills'. The Ghirths have also a distinct
physiognomy—
'The men are short in stature ... dark and sickly in complexion,with littleor no
hair on their faces. Both men and women have coarse features, more
resemblingthe Tartar than any other type, and it is rare to see a handsome
face,thoughsometimesthe youngerwomenmaybe calledpretty'.
On groundof numbers,location,and physiognomyit may reasonablybe concluded
that the Ghirthsrepresentthe old establishedpopulationof KangraProper,whilethe
Rathis,whosemain mass belongsto Charnba,are outsidersbelongingto localitiesat
some period connectedwith that state or otherwiseimmigrant.The name Ghirth,
which signifies,as we have seen, simply 'house-holder',may date from the early
Indo-Aryanizationof Trigarta,when there was as yet no competitivetribe in the
country.The adjacencyto India may have precludeda period of Thkurs, 'native
chiefs',who, in fact, do not seem to be mentioned:and the famous stability of the
state may have given it a superior resistance to the (late) Rajpiit domination.
Oppositionto the RAiputsis still attested —
'At presenta fierce struggleis going on betweenthe Ghirthsand the Rajpti
.its.
The formerhaverisen up in revolt againstthe social restrictionsimposedby the
latterand acceptedby the formerin the past'.
The Ghirthsdo not seem to claim Indianorigin,thoughmany of themhavebegunto
assume the sacredthread,the Brahmansrefusingto performthe ceremony_
In Chamba the Rathis, who there, in a total population (1931) of 146,870,
number 66,030, have their main concentrationand seem entitledto be regardedas
'the people':and thisis confirmedby the designationRerfhi
, which,as has beennoted
supra, signifiessimply'native'.The term is, weare informed,shunnedby the people
themselvesas somewhatcontemptuous,as has happenedin modernpoliticalhistory
to its Englishequivalent:they prefer to be regardedas of Mahe descentand class,
which is highly natural if Maur properly signifies,as we have suggested'native
chief. In any case the two terms are Indian and early, probably imposed by
Brahmans.In the Censusfigures the distinctionbetweenThakursand Rathis seems
to be ignored, which accords with the rather elaborate discussionin the Chamba
Gazetteer 1904:the Gazetteer, which states the then numbersas Rathis 37,973,
Thalcurs7,243, is concernedto account for the unexpectedlylarge total of the latter
by accessionsfrom the Molts, through intermarriagesand other connections,and
by assumptions of the slightly superior, but sometimespractically synonymous,
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designation,Thakur.Except in one point, the view taken in the ChambaGazetteer
does not differ materially from that set forth above. Startingwith Sir B. Lyall's
observationthat —
'There is an idea currentin the hills that of the land-holdingcastesthe Thkurs
,
Rathis,Kunetsand Girthsare either indigenousto the hills or indigenousby the
halfblood:and that the Brahmans,Rajpfitsand others are the descendantsof
invadersand settlersfromthe plains'...
This popular idea probablyindicatesthe true origin of the Thakursand REithis„:
it
proceedsto work out a not entirely perspicuouscomplexof amalgamationsand
fusionsfrom whichwe mayextractas follows—
'There can be little doubt that as a hill tribe they are older than the BrAhmans
and Riijpats who came from the plains at a later period; and we may safely
concludethat the oldest strataamongthem are descended,either directlyor by
the half-blood, from the early Aryan colonists in the hills. The first Aryan
immigrantsintermarriedfreely with the aborigines,resultingin a fusion of the
two races from which may have originatedthe various low-castetribes now
forming such an importantpart of the population.But the completeneseof the
fusion was not at all times uniform,and later waves of immigrationmay have
remainedmore or less isolated,formingthe nucleus of the Aryan community
whichnowcomprisesthe ThakursandRathis'.
'But while this was probablythe originof the tribes it is certainthat the gene
ral
opinion regardingthem is also well founded.That they have received large
accessionsfrom the other castes,by defectionsfrom the BrahmansandRajprits
and by amalgamationof these castes with the 1714:1ras,
is hardly open to doubt.
This is the general beliefamongthemselvesand their familytraditionsall tend
to confirmit. We may thereforeregard the Thakursand Itithis as being now a
conglomeratepeople,representingthe product of the weldingtogetherof many
differentcontributionsto their ranks'.
Here for the early nativesand theirchiefs are substitutedcertainfictitiousaborigines,
apparentlywithout chiefs, from whom through unionwith equally fictitiousAryan
colonistsare descendedin the main the largeclassesknownas Thakursand Rathis.
There have been subsequentamalgamationswith supervenienthigher classes and
also with low-classes,presumablyaborigines,who in the Indian caste-systemmay
havecometo be regardedas SUdras.Provisionis also madefor casual promotionsin
statusandassumptionsof superiorstatusor of the Brahmanicalthread.
Allowancemust indeed be made for amalgamations,assumptionsand social
fictions,and all the more becausethe processhas covereda far longerperiod than is
contemplatedin the Gazetteer. Though there is no evidence for early Aryan
"colonies"
, the Brahman settlementswill have begun in late Epic times, and real
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Molts cannothaveappearedbefore the \filth centuryA.D. The Rands,if theywere,
as we have supposed,Thakurs of, or claiming, Indian lineage, can have been
Ksatriyas,but any attributionto them of RAjpiitdescentwould be anachronistic.No
doubt there has been an amountof subsequentdeteriorationof Rajpiitfamilies into
Thakur or Rathi status and a wholesale mixture of Thiikur and Rathi families
throughdeteriorationof the formeror assumptionby the latter; but the ThRlcur-Rathi
class does not possess or claim Rajpat caste-rankand is reckoned,in fact, as firstclassSatire.
The statisticalfallacyof conceivingthe earlyThalcursand Mathisas Aryan 'by
the half-blood'has been noted supra. Some Aryan admixtureis obviouslylikely to
have actuallytaken place;but any tendencyto rely upon such may be mainlyeffect
of the well knowncompetitionfor caste superiority.High appreciationof the Ra-thi
class is expressedin a Chambasaying—
'As the Indian corn is the first among crops
, so the Rathis are the most
importantamongcastes'
The Kangra Gaz., p. 76, styles them the best hill subjects of the Government'.
Physiognomicallythey differ markedly from the Ghirths,which is understandable,
as Chambais separatedfrom Karigraby the great DliavaIadhAr
range of mountains:
the people seems not to have been known to the Indians of Epic times and their
presentIndo-Aryandialectsbelongto the Pahliffgroup.
To the Ghirths in Kangra and the Rail& in Chamba the Kanets in their area
correspondsubstantially,as is commortlyrecognizedand as has been illustratedby a
selectionof quotations,in relative numbers,occupationand social status. Perhaps
their claim to Aryan descentis more explicit and general:the claim in its perhaps
most usual form is to be Rijpats debasedby adoptingwidowremarriage.But on the
lines of what we have cited concerningthe 115thisthe Simla Gazetteergoes on to
remarkthat —
'but it seemsmost probablethat they are descendantsof early Aryan invaders
,
long afterwardsconqueredby Rajpatsfromthe plains'
and producessome grounds,especiallyunorthodoxusages, possiblymany of them
'ancient Aryan customs long since abandoned in the plains'. The Hill States Gaz.
1910(Bashaltr)concludes(p. 22) that —
'It would thus appear that the present day Kanet tribe is a mixture of many
componentelements,but that these have now weldedthemselvestogetherinto
a more or less homogeneouspeople. It is impossibleto trace definitelythe
originalapplicationof the word Farrar, but the traditionalexplanationthat the
term was given first to degeneratesfrom the Higher Hindu castes, and was
subsequentlyextendedto includeall the upper i-adrasof the hills, is at least
plausible'.
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The absurd folk-etymologies here adduced, viz. —
Kanet = Sanskrit kunita (!), 'violator', i.e. of the Shastras,
or = Kania Hei, 'daughters love', and referring to abandonment of female
infanticide practised by Rajpats,
or (Mandl Ca2., p. 28) = 'giving up !cane or custom of their religion,
adopting a practice reprobated by the Shastras'
proves that the origin of the name was unknown.
The Kanets, who in a total rural population (1931) of 820,128 number 223,272
and who live, as we have seen, under a considerable number of separate administrations, are unmistakably a people. The special ethnographical characteristics
which have been shown to pervade them are flagrantly un-Indian and therefore more
ancient than their historic Indo-Aryanization. Moreover, they are definitely TibetoBurman, which is not equivalent to Tibetan: and it will also be made apparent that
groups of them still speak dialects of that affinity.
7. Kanets and Kunindas (with Tariganas).
Cunningham's oft-cited derivation of the Kanets, whose name he now spelled
as Kunet, from the ancient Kuninda/Kulinda people was not based merely upon
identity of name. By the aid of statistics, partly compiled by himself and partly taken
from Census reports, he demonstrated a close correspondence of the Kanet area to
that of the large state of Kulindrine as delimited c.180 A.D. in the Geography of
Ptolemy. He showed that the Kuninda people was known to the early Mand-Bhdrata
and named in various Purarias, He discovered and read coins, partly of pre-Christian
date, issued in the name of a Kuninda king: and he cited a reference to a Kuninda
king in the &hat-sap:ha of Varahamihira, written about the middle of the VIth
century A.D. Cunningham's identification of the Kuninda kingdom with Ptolernys
Kulindrine has perhaps never been disputed: a traceless disappearance of it and of its
name in the not over lengthy historic interval prior to the emergence of the Kanet
tradition is hardly credible.
In the Linguistic Survey Volume IX, Part iv, p. 6 n. 1, Cunningham's view, so
solidly based, and frequently cited with approval, is too lightly, it seems, dismissed
with the criticism that the spelling Kunet is wrong and that —
'The change from 'Kuninda' to 'Kandt' is violent and improbable
, though not
altogether impossible';
and the suggestion of a connection of the Kanets with Varahamihirals Kunatas, an
otherwise unknown people, is not even seriously entertained.
The additional information which we have been able to cite from the MakiBharata in proof of a familiar knowledge of the KunindastKulindas from Epic times,
and also of their geographical situation, and, further, the ethnographical significance
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of the polyandry and other usages which we have shown to coincide in range with
the KanetsfKunets, strongly fortify the theory of Cunningham. A crowning proof,
viz. a Kanet/Kunet language, will be discussed in the next, Linguistic , chapter,
where also it is proposed to show that the etymological objection stated in the
Linguistic Survey is nugatory, if not even self-destructive. Here we may deal with
the actual spelling, which may influence some minds.
The name of the Kanets/Kunets seems not to have been traced in Muslim
accounts of India; and, if it had appeared, it would probably have been indecisive in
regard to the vowels. The earliest modem traveller, J. B. Fraser, in his Tour in ... the
Hirnala mountains (1820) has the spelling Kunoit, Kunnoit, in which, according to
his usage, the ei represents the dull sound heard in English an-, approximately the
same as that of Sanskrit a. Written systematically as a, the same sound is, doubtless,
intended in the Kanet of Hodgson, Cunningham (Laddk, p. 293), .1.D. Cunningham
(op.cit., p. 180 Kanit), Harcourt (Koo/oo, etc., p. 127, Kaneit) and the current
official Gazetteers. On the other hand a real u must be understood in the Kunet of
Atkinson (op.cit., pp. 296-7, etc.), Cunningham's second writing, and perhaps in the
Kunait of the Bilaspur Gazetteer (p. [-- ])With the name of the Kanets/Kunets must be associated that of Kunavar, the
northern, montane, half of the Bashahr State, where practically the whole population
is Kanet. The -dvar is a termination, found likewise in other names of districts and
derived from a Sanskrit word meaning 'abode': Kunawar is therefore 'Kun-land'. The
spelling with Ku- is presented by Captain Alexander Gerard, one of the earliest
explorers (1817- ) of the country, in his Account of Koonawur, which is still the best
description, Lieutenant J. D. Cunningham followed (ioc,eit.) with his 'Kunawar', and
J. D. Atkinson with his "Kunaor. These three reliable authorities must be credited;
and the two last quote also the Tibetan name, Kum:, (with Kunupa or Kunpa, 'man or
thing of Kunawar'), in which the first vowel is not likely to be erroneous. But here
also a spelling with Ka- has been not infrequent: it was used by Alexander
Cunningham at first (Laddk, p. 293), and as early as 1819 by Captain J. D. Herbert;
in 1854 Sir A. Strachey gave (Physical Geography ..., p. 2), with Tibetan Korb, a
liberal variety, Knor, Kanor, Kanoring, Kanaur, Kunawar, etc., of which the second
and third, as Kanor, Kanoriti, were subsequently supplied, with the guarantee of Dr.
Grahame Barley's phonetic precision, to the Linguistic Survey, which prints the
name of the languages as Kamaare. In all such instances the a is the Sanskrit a.
It is clear that the above variations between Ka- and Ku- in the spellings of the
two names are not due to lack of system or of direct knowledge on the part of the
writers, who for the most part were competent scholars travelling, or officially
employed, in the respective areas. It is, of course, well known that a normal
pronunciation is a statistical average which may cover a considerable variety of
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actually uttered sound: and the modem unanimity in printing may be no more than
an official rule. How far the actual variation Ku-/Ka could go may be exemplified by
Moorcroft's Kamaon (A Journey to Lake Manasarovara (1807), pp. 389, etc.) for
Kumaon, which is supposed to be derived from Sanskrit Karma: this is not a blunder
by an unqualified traveller; the same Kamaon is used by Traill, the highly esteemed
first settlement-officer in that district. But the range of the phenomenon in time and
space must be further investigated infra.
As regards KanetlKunet, it may be said that Pandit Tika Ram Joshi in his A
Grammar and Dictionary of Kanawari lets the cat out of the bag. Under the entry —
'Kun-das or Kun-nas
, n, Thefourth [sc. 17.liira]
caste of the Hindus'
he remarks that 'The Simla people call it 'Kanef; and it is significant that in the
Linguistic Survey volume itself (III.1, p. 441) the Kun5wari man who in the
translation is represented as saying 'my caste Kanet' said in his own language izia
Kundas' . A ii is implied also in the above-cited folk-etymology of Kanet as from
Kunita. There is also a Kanet caste division, Ruin, Kurd, Khund, which will require
further consideration. The name of Kulu (never Kalu), if dialectically related to
Kunu, KurtindaiKulinda, will require investigation as to 1/n.
In the Mand-Bharata, as we have seen, the Kunindas are clearly located on the
AlakRnandAGanges, north from Haridwar, with a section, Kulindopatyakas, 'submontane Kulindae, presumably situated near or to the plains. The large intermixture
of Kiratas indicates that the Alakananda Kunindas were an extreme eastern section
bordering on the Kirata area. This accords with their repeated coupling with the
Tanganas (also in II, v, 1589, VIII, vv. 372) Para (Farther) - Tanganas, a very
obscure people (likewise associated with Kiratas), whom we are now fortunately
able to locate. In the old copper-plate records of the Badarinath district there are
directions concerning a Tangana-pura, 'Tangana state', which Atkinson has defined
(op. cit., pp. 357,484) as the region between the two great sources of the Ganges, the
Bhagirathi and the Alakanandii, above their confluence at Deopray5g, before passing
through the range of mountains beyond Haridwar. It seems even likely that the name
Tar ga7a-pura survives in that of the forested 'Taknor' range and district in the lower
part of the Blifigirathi valley: and this is all the more engaging because J. B. Fraser,
descending the Bhagirathi and passing through the district of 'Thucknor' notes (p.
483) that further to the south stretches the district 'Cuthooe, which is the Katyura of
history and the above-cited Kartr-pura of a Gupta inscription. A relatively good
preservation of ancient nomenclature will have favoured by the annual passage,
from early centuries, of pilgrim thousands.
It seems therefore that the Tangana country may have corresponded rather
closely in area to the modern Tehri Garhwal, in which is comprised the Bhagirathi
valley and of which the uppermost Jumna, not distant therefrom, is the western
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boundary. Thus the eastern neighbours of the Ku:nindas will have been the
(ethnographically undetermined) Tanganas and, further south, the Kiratas of
Garhwai and Kumaon: which accords with Ptolemys delimitation of Kulindrine as
not extending east of the Jumna. It is consistent with this that there are no Kanets in
Garhwal or Kurnaon and that, while some of the general W.-Himalayan usages, viz.
purchase of brides, re-marriage of widows to junior brothers of the deceased,
inheritance per stirpes, are current in the population of the area, the special Kanet
licence of unmarried women and the fraternal polyandry are not, except among
Bhotiyas, of Tibetan origin, attested.
The statement of Ptolemy which makes Kulindrine extend from Kulu (the
sources of the Beas) to the Jumna, requires the inclusion of the Sutlej valley, which
it names, even north of the great Dhavaladlhir Range; and that is the territory of
Bashahr, the largest of the Simla Hill States. In Bashahr, in fact, the whole northern
area, Kunawar, reaching to the Great Himalaya is purely Kanet territory; and its
Kanets are, no doubt, the least altered descendants of the ancient people, whose
distinct, Tibeto-Burman, language they still speak. How is it then that the MahaBharata is unaware of Kunindas in that region and yet is aware of Kunindas south of
the Dhavaladhar and as far eastward as the junction of the BhEigirathi and the
Alakananda? An answer to this double query may already have been indicated. On
the one hand, the Kunindas, who in the uppermost part of the Baspa river, which
flows along the northern flank of the Dhavaladh5r, have left a special dialect of the
Kunawari language; and their Bashahr successors, whom we have recorded as
conquering territory in the Pabar river valley south of the Dhavaladhar; and the
Kanets, who in fairly modem times were holding, as Cunningham relates, the upper
Pabar valley; were all taking advantage of an ancient, still recognized, not long or
specially difficult, route over the Dhavaladhar, connecting the one set of upper
valleys with the other. On the other hand, the Maha-Bharaw Indians, whose
northern horizon as we have supposed, did not transcend the DhavaladhFir,(except in
Kulu), naturally refer only to the Kunindas south of it, with whom they had
practically to deal; in Ptolemy's time more may have become known,
8. Kanet divisions (Khash and Rao).
It remains to consider certain subdivisions among the Kanets, a matter which
substantially is the question of the KhaAas.As has already been seen, it was through
identification of the Kanets with 'the Khans of the lower Panjab hills and the
Khasias of the east' [Kurnaon] that Cunningham reached his conclusion that the
Kanets, a people of 'Mon' descent and 'undo' affinity, were part of a great Khaga
race, which originally extended 'from the banks of the Indus to the Brahmaputra'.
The gravamen of this inference is the affiliation of the Kanets to the Khagas.
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In common with the other hill castes, including the menial classes and outcasts,
the Kanets have endogamous subdivisions, commonly termed ads, not infrequently
local: these, paralleled in India, may be left out of account But the Kanets, whose
air are greatly numerous, are credited with a wider, more fundamental, division into
Khash Kanets and Rau, Rao, or Rahu, Kanets, It is true that Cunningham, who was
well aware of Kanets unmixed with 71Chagast,
distinguished as the three great Kanet
gets only Chuhans, Mangals and Raos, or RowEas; but later authorities usually
recognize only Khasiya, or Khash, and Rau Kanets; and it is noticeable that this
division into 'Karsyas' and 'Raos', of whom the former claim to be Rajputs, exists
even in the separate and isolated state of Kulu. The Kingra Gazetteer 1897, II
(Kulu) likewise states (pp. 58-9) that —
'The Kanets are divided into two great tribes
, the Khasia and the Rao or Rahu,
and it is probable that the Khasias are really descended from intercourse
between the Aryan immigrants and the women of the hills. The distinction
between Khasia and Rao is still sufficiently well marked. A Khasia observes
the period of impurity after the death of a relation prescribed for a twice-born,
man; the Rao that prescribed for an outcast, The Khasia wears the _lane°, or
sacred thread, while the Rao does not'.
The Mandl Gazetteer 1904 makes (p. 29) the same distinction between Rahu and
Khas, 'two important tribes of the hill Kanets'; but it also mentions some Kanets who
claim to be impure RiljpUts, and Kanets of certain wasiris (districts) and the Kulu
border, who do not wear the jiineo, etc., and 'are supposed to be descendants of the
original race of the hills'. Similarly the Suket part of the same volume (p. 20), except
that here the two main classes are not clearly distinguished, the majority calling
themselves Rahu, leaving the wealthier few to style themselves Khasia, and neither
class wearing thejaneo.
In Sirmur are found 'only pure and Khas Kanets', both claiming superiority, but
the former being 'the more civilized: the Kanets of Mahan 'wear the sacred thread,
imitate Rkipirt customs and stand higher, socially, than the other Kanets'.
When we advance eastwards to the Simla Hill States, there seems to be more
confusion, The Simla Gazetteer mentions (p. 29) a 'most ancient' division into Staffs
and Bashi's, dating from Mahri-Bharata times and once mutually hostile. Then there
are Kanets of inferior status, Khash, Rahu and Kathara, the first being 'descendants
of concubines (khwits) kept by Brahmans or Rajputs': Kanets and Khash look down
upon each other. There are old Kanets, known as Nom, Neru, Nonu, Neonu, and
Nolu. Practically all these Khash, etc., claim Rajput descent, except some who
profess to come from outside and to be Brahman.
The Hill States Gazetteer mentions the Kumharsain Kanets (p. 6) as (1) real
Kanets, (2) R5has, the former being by far the most numerous. Of the Baghat (pp. 6-
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7) Kanets, mainly Khash, the legends indicate descent from the earliest Aryan
immigrants',while the others are said to be degraded Rajpas. The informative
discussionin the Bashahr section (pp_ 19-22)exhibitsthe confusionat its worst.
Here we learnthat there are two classes of Kanets, superiorand inferior.The former
are lads Kanets,'real Kanets',with a term khcissometimesperhapsconfusedwith
Khash. Many of them trace their descent from the old maids, who belongedto an
original Khash populationof the hills, void of caste or class. In Bashahrthey are
known as Khund Kanets, the other being GhEira.Neoru or Neru is another term
applied to those of like descent,and also to childrenof Brahmansor Rajpas by
Kanet women. Other superiorKanets are 'those of reputeddescent from degraded
Brahmansand Rajpiats;and many of them bear the namesof Rajput and Brahman
clans'. As inferiorKanetsnow appear the Khash Rahu,Kuran and Kanari,supposed
aboriginal tribes. The Khash, confinedmainly to the Bashahr and Baghat States,
have a 'Kuin'section,supposedto includethe oldest Khashfamilies.The Rahus,few
in the Hill States, and the Kurans, including more than one-thirdof the Bashahr
Kanets,are said to have beenoriginallyKhash;and a legend of their fall is related.
The Kanarisappearto be identicalwith the Kurans.
In this complexity, which contrasts markedly with the single distinction
betweenKhasia and Rao presentedby the more westernterritories,it seems,in fact,
that a linguisticconfusion has cooperatedand that the khas, who so prevalently
claim Brahman and Rajput descent and whose superiorityshould, in accordance
with what has been suggestedsupra, implya relativelylate origin,had broughtthe
term from India. Their interventionfound the Khash, or Khasiyas,and the Raos
already consciousof separatecaste status;and their dominance,whereit prevailed,
causeda social depressionof both, Likemany of the Rajpiritsin the other areas, they
have themselvessubsequentlyfallen in consideration,and 'Instancesare to be seen
at the presentmomentof Rajpiltfamilieschangingtheir statusandbecomingKarietsl.
Of Cunningham's'three great divisions, lvlangal,Chuhan,and Rao or Rowati,
which he discriminatesterritorially,the two formerare in the Hill States Gazetteer
(p. 20) reported to be of (degenerateor impure)Rajput or Brahman origin, the
Mangals being also few. The Raos or Rahus, likewise few in the States, and
providedwith a folk-etymologylegend,should,no doubt,be consideredalong with
the other Rao. A, so to speak,latitudinaldivision,though not formalor confinedto
Kanets, may be historicallymore significant,The BashahrGazetteerremarks (pp.
21-22)that —
'The Kanets of Bilaspur
, Nalagarlri,and Sirmurconsiderthemselvessuperiorto
those of the States above Simla. The latter look down on the Kanets of the
country between the Mogli khad and the Kananwarborder, who in turn think
themselvesbetterthanthe Kanawaris'.
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It is highly natural that the more southerly clans, more Hinduized and speaking
Indo-Aryan dialects, should disdain their less adapted kindred, whose far northern
situation, less caste rigour and Tibeto-Buruman speech point to a more faithful
retention of the racial characteristics; and it is also natural that the Kunawari should
have for their highest social classes 'genuine (khas) Kanets', known as 'Khund', who
insist upon their descent from autochthonous rulers. The terms Khund and Kuin and
the Kundas which we have found attested with the signification IKanet' have
therefore a probable etymology as derived from the early Kunindas. Attention may
also be recalled to the quotations affirming the superior social quality of the
Kundwaris, whose efficiency, good will and probity are emphasized by three early
explorers, A. Gerard (Account of Koonawur, pp. 76-82), J. 13. Cunningham (op,cit,
pp. 178, 206-7) and J. B. Frazer (Tour in the Hirnala mountains, pp. 264-6, (.„)).
These commendations recall the favourable estimate of the Chamba RAthis quoted
from the Gazetteer. Physiognomically Fraser reports the Kunawaiis as strongly
marked with features of the Tartar physiognomy; but Gerard gives (pp. 76 [...1)
details of a complete difference from the Tibetans of rnStati-ris-skor-gsum, with
whom they have much to do, and describes them as 'of a dark complexion' and some
of them 'ruddy', like his Tibetans, which, no doubt, marks a difference from the
'yellow/ (Hodgson's 'isabelline'
, i.e. greyish yellow) constantly noted by Fraser in
regard to the hill peoples further south.
In the main duality of Khasia, or Khash, and Rao a somewhat superior
orthodoxy on the part of the Khash is usually attributed to their assumption of the
sacred thread and a failure to do so, or a loss of it, by the Raos. But in case the
Khash and the other Kanets are held to be descendants, pure or impure, from the
ancient Khagas, as is done by Cunningham and others, the difference becomes an
insignificant incident of subsequent Indo-Aryanization: for no one has supposed that
the Khagas were anything but a people or were Indo-Aryan at all.
9. Khagas and Nepal Khas.
The serious factor in the Khasa theory is the actuality of the large and
somewhat historical Khasiya population of Garhwal and Kumaon and of the 'Khas'
language of Nepal. The second of these two, however, is not momentous. It is not
supposed that the Khas, Naipali or Gurlaili, language is either native or early in
Nepal: it belongs to the Pandri group of Indo-Aryan; and the above (p. 113) -noted
remark in Sir R. L. Turner's Nepali Dictionary (p. xiii), that at the date of a certain
change the speakers of the dialect were probably 'far to the west of their present
home', and also its great similarity to the language of Kumaon, justify the conclusion
that Kumaon was the source of its [(has speakers and the language itself. In Nepal
the Khas are unmentioned until some date in the Xlith (or XIIIth-XIVth?) century
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A.D., when, under an invadingruler, by name Mukundasena,of the Magartribe of
the west of the country,'the Khas and Magar castes came to the valley of Nepal'.
When in 1559AD. the Gorkhatown anddistrict were appropriatedby DravyaSah,
an ancestorof the presentNepal dynasty,the previousWO belongedto a Khadka
(or Kharka)tribeof the Khas race.
It is curiousthat neither Hodgson,in his penetratingviewof the originof Khas
prestigeand Indo-Aryanizationin Nepal,nor Levi in his excellentaccount,largely
followingHodgson,of the Khas, though both of them were aware of Khas people
outside of Nepal, realizedthat the Khas were not properlynatives of the country.
When under Mukundasenathe Khas and Ivlagarsfor the first time came into the
valley of Nepal, it is indicatedthat he was ruler of the Magartribe; and it may be
inferredthat he representedan alien dominationover it: and when, somecenturies
later,DravyaSRI,overthrewthe king of Gorkha,who was of the Khadkatribe of the
Khas race, he 'collectedall the peopleof Gorkha who worethe brahmanicalthread,
such as the Thapas, BusMs,Rimasand Maski Ran5s of the Magar tribe'. It seems
evident that what Dravya Salldid was to raise the Magarpeople of Gorkhaagain a
foreignKhas ruler:and, in fact, Hodgson'selaboratelistsincludethe Thapas,Bus51s,
Ranas, and Maskiamongthe Magarsand not amongthe Khas.
The Magars,along with the Gumg to their north, occupya westernarea of the
Nepal State,where it adjoinsthe Doti region originallyattached to Kumaon.What
more self-evidentthan that Mukundasena,whosevery nameprovesthat he was not a
native chief of the fierce,uncivilized,Magars,was a scion of one of the several
HinduizedKhasiyadynastieswhich are known to have at a prior date ruled over
districtsof Kurnaon?It is evenconceivablethat the 'Khadka,or Kharka,tribe of the
Khas' was connectedwith the Kharguchiefof Katehir(Alrnoradistrict)who in 1380
A.D. fled before a Muslimarmy into the mountainsof Kurnaon.The Nepal Khas,
whose originalseat is said to have been Gurkha,will accordinglyhave been Nepal
Magars with an infusionof ruling Khas from Kumaon,a situationwhichhas had
many analogies in the Himilayan regions, and was repeated when under the
ancestorsof Prthiti-nrirayan
a Rajpiitrule was superimposeduponboth.
The Khas problem has accordinglyto be trasferredto the Garhwal-Kumaon
area, where there is a really large populationbearingthe Khas name. In the three
districts, Garhwal, Almora, Naini Tal, the vastly preponderantHindu mass is
composedof Biths and Doms,the latter (also numerous)correspondingto the likenamed low-casteselsewhereand conjectured,by Atkinsonalso (op.cit.,p. 371), to
be aborigines.TheBiths are subdividedinto
BrahmansandKhas-Brahmans
Rajpfitsand Khas-Rajpfits
of whom the Khas are the Khasiyas,'whoseclaim to be immigrantsfroman Aryan
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source is generallyallowed'.The Khas-Rajputsare somewhatdespisedby the
genuineRajpatsand are not authorizedto wear the sacredthread;and the KhasBahrnansareabsolutelydistinct:of theRajputsthegreatmajorityare[Chas-,which
is equivalentto sayingthat the Khasare the mainpre-Riljpilt
populationof the
country.A longpriorityof the Khasto any Rajp5tsfromthe plainsis provedby
theirmention,andnearlyalwaysfirst,in thesix grantrecords,fiveon copper-plates
andone on stone,addressedby Katyurikingsof Karttikeya-pura,
of aboutthe IXth
centuryA.D.,to the peopleswithintheirscope.At muchlaterdates,duringthetime
of Chandkingsof Kumaon,Khasiyaprincipalities
werein existence.
Neverthelessthe suppositionof an originalKhagapopulationis, it seems,
impossible.
Howis it possiblethatsome1,000or 1,500yearsof Indianacquaintance
withtheGarhwaI-Kurnaon
region,begunin Epictimesandcontinuedwith,nodoubt,
ever-growing
familiarity,shouldhavepassedwithouta singlereferencein Sanskrit
literatureto its peopleas Khaga?From the first, as we have seen, the people,
neighbours
of theKunindas,wereknownas Kiratas;andto Kalidasatheywerestill
Kiratas.Theonly Ithagasdefinitelylocatedare thosementionedin the Kashmir
history,whobelonged,as wasprovedbySir A. Stein,apparentlywiththeassentof
the LinguisticSurvey,to themontanedistrictsimmediately
southand south-eastof
that country.Evenif geographicalsignificanceis attributedto the Mahcl-Bharata
passagecitedby Leviandthe LinguisticSurveyvolume(p. 3), whichmentionsthe
Khagaswhodwellabout'the SailodariverbetweenMeruand Mandara'amongthe
ant-gold-bringing
tribes, the region indicated,which Levi associateswith the
junctionof theHindu-Kush
and thePamir,is at any ratea semi-mythical
country,
mentionedalso elsewhere(e.g. Ranulymta,IV. v. 39) and beyondthe whole
Himalayaand Kailasa.We must not indeedprematurelyrefuse to considerthe
possibilityof someKhakipeoplein theDard,etc.,districtsnorthandnorth-eastof
Kashmirduringsomeearlyperiod;but they couldnot havehad anythingto do,
eitherthenor later,with Garhwal-Kurnaon.
The othercitationsin the Linguistic
Surveyvolumeare partlymereerrors(e.g.the referencesto PlinysAttacori,"Muni
and Forcari',and Ptolemy'sAchasiaregis,Kasioimountainsand Qttorokorrhoi,
which all belongto ChineseTurkistan),or are geographically
ineffective.The
Markalefeya-puranct
passage(L III, 7, 12,and 51),which'wouldappearto show'
that by the time of its composition'the Khagashad alreadyreachedNepaland
Darjeeling',
obviouslydoesnotdo so;andthequotationof the,verylate,Bkagavatapurdla on p. 5, is even less commendable.
The strainedinterpretations
of an
assemblageof largelyinapplicable
itemsseemthemoreregrettableinasmuchas it
canbe partlyagreedthat'Theearlierwe tracenoticesregardingthem',(theKhagas),
'thefurthernorth-westwe findthem'(p. 2),andcanwhollyagreethat'in thetwelfth
centurytheycertainlyoccupiedin considerableforcethe hillsto the south,south-
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west and south-eastof Kashmir'(p. 8). The date is, in fact, but not without some
geographicalconsiderations,the crucialmatter.
As regardsGarhwal-Kumaon,it has beenalreadypointedout that as early as c.
the IXth century A.D. their populationincludedKhagas.This date, though later by
1000-1500yearsthan the firsthistoricalfacts,might be thoughtto weakenthe claim
of the Khasiya,ilthas-Rajprits',to be 'immigrantsfrom an Aryan source'. But a
period somewhatprecedingthe IXth centurywould accord with the facts relatingto
the KanetiKunindaarea and with Himalayanhistory.The fact that the divisionof
Kanets into Khasiyaand Rao is found even in Kulu, which certainly from such a
date has had a separatehistory, provesthat the interrelationis not of modernorigin;
and the character of the relation, which is such that the two are not everywhere
compresentand that, wherethey are so, the situation,a mutual socialexclusiveness,
generally,though not always, based upon a Khash pretensionto superiorAryanorthodoxy,is one of contentionshowsthat the originalquasi-amalgamation
was not
uponequal terms.No one has ever doubtedthat the Khagaswere a tribe or race, not
a caste;and that the Kunindas,at any rate, were of that tribe or race is inconsistent
with all that is knownof them.Hencethe relation betweenthe two becomesclear: it
was anotherinstanceof superimposition,commencingwith a dominationof Khagas
over Kanets/Kunindasand a subsequentpartial fusion of the two through a later
domination,whichwouldbe that of the Rajptiits.
A reasonableoriginof a Khagadominationover the KanetiKunindaarea can be
seen in the post-Mihirakularule of the liana kings in Kashmir.There is the abovenoted certainty that in the VIth and VIIth centuries A.D. the Hunas holding
Himalayanterritorieseast of Kashmirwere at war with the Maukhariand Vardhana
dynastiesof Kanaujand Thanesar;and in the VflIthand IXth centuriesthe victories
of later Kashmirkingsover rulers of Kanauj,and even in conflict with the Bengal
Palas, surely implythat the western Himalayanterritorieswere still controlled by
Kashmir.As the homelandsof the Khakis, 'to the south, south-westand south-east
of Kashmir', were, as is definitelystated by listian-tsangin 631 Al). subject to
Kashmir,it is crediblethat it was in the Kashimirarmiesand administrationthat the
'Chagasadvanced eastward into the lands of the old Kunindakingdom and there
dominated until Rajpat times. It is noticeable that in five of the six Katyuri
documentsmentionedsupra the peoples addressedincludeHiTinas,
who at the dates
cannothavecomefrom anywherebut Kashmir.
As evidenceof somespecial historicalrelationsbetweenthe Garhwal-Kumaon
regionand Kashmirwe may cite also the somewhatstrikingcoincidences(see infra
pp. 120 sqq) with the latter and with the Dard tribes, which have, no doubt, been
influencedby Kashmir, in the nomenclatureof social classes: one example is the
termDom,whichin the Dardarea, as in Garhwal-Kumaon,
denotesnot merely,as in
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India generally, a specially despised caste of scavengers, but the whole mass of
inferior, menial and servile classes.
As a further congruity we may cite the fact that the latest historical reference to
a Kur.dridakingdom is that by Varaharnihira about the middle of the VIth century
A.D. What became of the large and important state and its people? It is intelligible
that its downfall was due to Hrina rule and Khaga armies from Kashmir. There is
also the fact that in the history of ICAngra-Jalandharaand Chamba, which during the
1-lunaperiod maintained their integrity, there is no mention of the Khagas, whose
eastward movement may have been, as is affirmed in the Garhwal-Kumaon
traditions, via the plains.
10. Kiratas.
lf, however, the large Khasia population of the Garhwal-Kumaon area is to be
denied an aboriginal and really early occupation of the country, the gap must
somehow be filled. There can be no doubt as to how this could be done. From the
Epic period, when the Malin-Bharata reports the Kuninda State in the Alaktinana
valley as 'crowded with hundreds of Kinitas', the whole early Sanskrit literature
knows only of forest-dwelling Kiratas as the population of the area, including the
Kailasa-Manasa region. The Rails of the Almora district of Askot, of whom the best
and fullest account is that given by Atkinson, op.cit, pp. 362-8, and a more lively
picture by Sherring, op.cit., pp. 10-20, are manifestly related to the Raiya-Kiratas
named in a Sanskrit Variiha-sarphitti(Atkinson, p. 359). They are sometimes styled
Bamnanus, 'Forest-people'; and their present situation, very limited numbers and
primitive mode of life suggest a comparison with the Red Indians of North America.
Atkinson gives reasons for believing that their numbers are greater than had been
supposed, that they are numerous 'along the foot of the hills below the province of
Doti, the most westerly district of Nepal' (p. 567); and some settled groups in Kali
Kumaon, known as Rawats and LW, are traditionally held to have been Rails (p.
368), 'some almost merged in the Khasiya population', from which they differ in
complexion, being somewhat darker, and in their whole mode of life. They claim
royal descent from an early prince of Kumaon and comport themselves accordingly;
and, in fact, the Kiratas are named, along with the Ithagas, in three of the Katyuri
copperplates.
The Kumaon, etc., Kiratas may not have been so absolutely isolated as history
suggests from the indubitably kindred Kiranti peoples of the extreme east of Nepal.
Their present Nepal neighbours, the strong military Magar and Gulling tribes, are
indeed linguistically distinct from them, having languages of the 'nonpronominalized' type of Tibeto-Burman; whereas the 1.1amgulrspeech of the Raj's is
grouped, doubtfully, indeed, with the 'Western Pronominalized' dialects. But it was
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the view of Hodgson that in Nepal the strong 'unbroken' tribes, occupying the most
favourable areas of country, had languages of the 'nonpronominalized' type, and
were immigrants of a later period, from, as he surmised, c.1000-1300 years before
his time: whereas the 'broken' tribes, confined to the less desirable lands, and having
a more primitive culuture and a distinguishable physiognomy, used 'pronominalized'
dialects with 'lunch' affinities. This view was most definitely expounded in the
essay 'On the Chepang and Kusunda tribes of Nepal', but partly also in that 'On the
aborigines of the Himalaya' and 'A cursory notice of Nayakote and of the remarkable
tribes inhabiting it'; and vocabularies of Chepang and Kusunda are included in
'Comparative vocabulary of the broken tribes of Nepal'
. The Chepang and Kusunda
occupy dense forests in the central region of Nepal to the westward of the great
valley: Hodgson's description of them and their ways (pp. 45-8), accords singularly
with that of the R.Ajisgiven by Atkinson, op.cit, pp. 266-8, and with the description
and photographs in Shen-ing, iroc.cit.: and an equivalence of Ritjls and Chepang was
propounded by Latham in Ethnology of India, pp. 11, 16 (op. Atkinson, p. 366),
Though between the 'Jangalr language of the Rajis and the Chepang and Kusunda
languages, all slightly known, correspondences in detail may be hard to find, it is at
any rate true that the two last also are in the Linguistic Survey (MA, pp. 402-5)
assigned to a 'pronominalized' group.
Considering that the Kiranti tribes of the far east of Nepal are undeniably
Kiratas and their dialects 'pronominalized', and that the Chepang, etc., of the westcentral and Nayakote regions may be link with Kumaon, we might conjecture that at
an early date the population from Kumaon to the confines of Sikkim had consisted
mainly or exclusively of KirRta people with 'pronominalized' speech: and, in fact,
the traditional history of Nepal records a Kirata dynasty of 29 reigns, commencing
in 'the Dwapara aeon' and persisting during 10,000 years. But, though in the Epic
and other early Sanskrit references there may be nothing inconsistent with the
supposition that such a situation existed at their dates, there is at present no apparent
reason for indulging in such speculation. The immediate task is to fortify as far as
possible the conception of the Garhwal-Kumaon Kiratas as a people of
'pronominalized' speech and Tibeto-Burman character to account for their almost
complete disappearance.
The 'pronominalized' Tibeto-Burman character of the 'ianguli' language of the
Rajis, = Rajya-Kiratas, though dubiously viewed in the Linguistic Survey, is
substantiated by the affinity of that of their immediate neighbours and partly cosubjects, the Kunindas, which we shall show to have been of that kind: and we need
not conceal the conviction that the
in their name is the Suffix, equivalent in use
to Tibetan -pal-bap which we have conjectured in the names Kulfita (= man, or thing,
of Kulu), and Kuninda (-=man, or thing, of Kunu), to which we may now add the
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Nepal lasunda (cf. Kuswar). The Kiras of history might be likewise Kiratas. The
forester life of the Garhwal-Kumaon Kiratas is a commonplace of early Sanskrit
descriptions; and perhaps Kiilidasa's referece to their relieving the heat by loosening
their peacock-tails (loin-bands, as the commentator explains) may point to the
exiguous loin-cloths noted and illustrated by Sherring (pp. 13-4). Polyandry,
confidently attributed to the Rails, is, we have urged ethnographically very
significant, especially in the adjacency of the Kanet area. Absence of child-marriage,
purchase of brides, employment of Shamanist priests, though common to the Kanets,
may be too widespread in the hills to be specially connected with the Riijis: and the
same applies to the levirato, etc., partition of heritage per stirpes, in case of a
plurality of widows, which naturally are not Raji features.
As regards the names Rtyi and Rcijya-Kirata and the therewith associated claim
to royal ancestry, it may be suggested that the literal translation lingdom-Kinitas' is
the correct original sense and that it furnishes an interpretation of the name of the
Rao or Rau Kanets and of the Chamba REithis,sc. RAgriyas, who are the Chamba
equivalents of the Kanets. It is likely that Rao or Rau is an Indo-Aryan word; and it
should then be, as usual, a form of r4an, 'king', while the meaning of riigriya is, as
stated, 'native of a distrir: we can thus get the sense of 'native', 'native Kanet', 'Kirata
of a native state', aplied to the local people of districts allowed by Aryan or quasiAryan rulers to retain a measure of independence. Hence it is not surprizing that of
the Ithas-Mputs also one of three main divisions has the same designation, Rawat
(Cunningham's Rowel°.
The conclusions adopted so far seem to endorse what Atkinson states (op.cit., p.
355) as the outcome of the evidence of Pliny, viz. that —
'the Khaas occupied the country far to the west of their present location in
Kumaon and Nepal, and that the Kiratakas with the Taiiganas held the country
between the Tons [Tamasti, tributory of the Jumna] and the Sarda [or Kill]
the present western boundary of Nepal'.
Concerning the progressive disappearance of the Kiratas we may suggest that
(a) the Kir5ta country, owing to its accessibility, its hundreds of Hindu sacred
places and shrines, its many thousands annually of Hindu pilgrim visitors and,
from about the Xth century, the powerful Chand dynasty from India, whereof a
full history is related by Atkinson and in the Gazetteers, has been very intensely
Aryanized.
(b)The process of absorption of Kiratas among the Khasiya population,
attested by examples in Atkinson, p. 368, may perhaps be further evidenced by
the curious list of names of Khasiya rulers of Domkot, wherein Atkinson, p.
510, finds resemblances to the nomenclature of Kirati dynasty of Nepal. But in
our otherwise entire unacquaintance with original Maga names and words it
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seems preferable to rely upon the substantial analogy of the American Red
Indian forest peoples.
By the above considerations we are relieved of the difficulty of accounting for
an original Khaga gap in a Tibeto-Burman area extending from the Beas river, with
an outlying Utsavasaiiketa block in the Madra (Jurnmu) hills, to the eastern frontier
of Nepal and thence further. The view taken may not clash with the few items of
supposed Pigaca' speech in Pahart language adduced in the Linguistic Survey
volume: it would indeed be provisionally favourable by providing a reasonable date,
since the present Pahari dialects cannot be, and are not supposed to be, older than
say the \fifth century AD.; and also by bringing the /Chagasfrom a region, viz. the
mountains to the south, south-west and south-east of Kashmir, where history has
found them and where their language may well have been Tigdca'.
Nor does the view prejudge the supposition of a really early or aboriginal
'MutALTpopulation either in the non-Tibeto-Burman area west of the Beas or in the
Tibeto-Burrnan area itself. It recognizes a Tibeto-Burman population in its area
during at any rate a late Vedic period, but not from all eternity, For any further
chronological definition help may be sought from linguistics.
11. 'Menial' classes,
With the Mutndy question has generally been associated that of what are
commonly mentioned as the 'menial' classes. In all the Gazetteers will be found
accounts of these classes, which, though by no means all on one level, and though
no less divided among themselves by caste, sept, etc., punctilios than are the
respectable classes, are all in regard to marriage, etc., below the line. As the simplest
statement, the following may be quoted from the K.RngraGazetteer 1883-4, ID.95, —
'In the hills
, even more than in the plains below, occupations tend to merge into
one another, so that it is most difficult to distinguish the outcast classes. The
Chamar, the Thinwar, and the artisans appear to be tolerably distinct. But even
this is not the case everywhere; while throughout the hills we find a mixed class
known as Koh, Ddgi and Chanal, who not only perform the usual services
demanded of outcasts, but also follow the occupoations of very many of the
artisan and higher menial castes. It is impossible to say how many of the people
who call themselves Barhai, or some other caste which is sufficiently distinct in
the plains, are realty }Collby caste, and have adopted the occupation merely of
the caste under whose name they are shown. And even the inferior castes which
bear the same name in the hills as in the plains, often adopt very different habits
and occupy very different positions in the two tracts. One difference is probably
almost universal, and that is that in the hills almost all menial castes occupy
themselves very largely in field labour; and in some parts the Kolis are
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generally known as Halls and Sipis, words in common use in the plains for two
classes of agricultural labourers'.
The caste-, or class-, designations, in so far as they are Indian, seem in themselves
uninformative; for, while they may have been given to, or assumed by, native groups,
it is no less possible that primarily the classes may have been actually immigrants
from India for whom the Indo-Aryanization of the previously simpler social
structure provided an opening, A noticeable instance is that of the KinifiwarDomang
and Chamang, who not only follow the occupation of the Indian Doms and Charnars,
but have a distinct, Indo-Aryan, language. Contrast with these the Doms or Mamas
of the Garhwal-Kumaon area, a general term for the immensely numerous (199,451
in a population of 1,159,749) non-Aryan population, mainly occupied in servile
agricultural labour. In Kangra and Chamba the Darnnas, Darnras or Dums seem to
correspond to the Doms of India: and in Chamba the Halls, 'ploughers', 'numbering
more than one half of the entire menial community' and 'chiefly engaged in farm
work and as servants to land-holders', seem equivalent to the Garhwal-Kurnaon
Doms, sometimes also styled Halls: it seems highly unlikely that such Dom-Halls
should not be, as is usually thought, natives.
In the Punjab Census 1931 the above triad of Koh,Ddgi and Chanal, with
omission of the last, which is merely = Sanskrit Cary:lala, is used in the
comprehensive sense indicated. They are probably not found outside the Punjab,
where the census number is 182, 235; even this figure is deceptive, because outside
the Kanet area the only districts where they reach even four figures are Gurgaon
(4,853), and Kangra (87,088), Patiala (8,519), Chamba (1,798). Even in Kangra the
Kolis belong, it is said, to the country east of Kfingra proper; and we do not know
how many of them and of the Da& should really be credited to Sirirj and Kulu. The
D5gis are said to be of lower status than the Kolis, who are 'not very much lower
than the Kanet and Ghirath or lowest cultivating castes': the name Dagi, of which
there are folk-etymologies, is regarded as approbrious. The case of Kulu is perhaps
interesting: Harcourt after stating (op.cit., p. 119) that the population consists 'almost
entirely of Kaneits and Daghees', mentions (p, 122) that the 'Daghees' are also
termed Bugatoo or Kolies, the latter name being given to all Kooloo people by those
from the plains. In Seoraj the Daghees are frequently called Breetoog . Later (pp,
127-8) he records the Lahul population as including '502 Kaneits and 4566 Daghees',
and states that these Daghees are said to have come from Kooloo: he mentions in
particular their compulsory began service as porters supplying fire-wood, etc,, at
camping grounds. We cannot indeed rely upon the confusion, elsewhere also
discussed, of Koli with Kole, 'man of Lulu'; and Kolis, though everywhere at least
partly agricultural, are in Chamba and Garhwal-Kurnaon also specially weavers. But
the relatively high proportion of DAgi-Kolipeople in Kulu and Lahul suggests that
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they are a population rather than a caste. Their evident correspondence to the
Chamba Halls and the Garhwal-Kumaon Doms, as attached to agriculture, and
frequently to particular villages, estates, or families, in a status of predial servitude,
is evidently a large historical feature of Himalayan sociology. The term Wow, =
Sanskrit kannin, 'labour', represents the general character of their service: in Spiti
the Tibetan equivalent, lapa, i.e. lag-pa, is used: Icemanrecurs in the Dard area.
The general probability seems to be that the two names, Dagi and Koli, which
have no plausible etymology, and which clearly are not caste designations, denote an
under-population as such and that the distinction is territorial, though both belong
primarily to the Kanet area. Unfortunately this throws no light on the Muncla theory.
Everywhere the lolls claim to be degraded Kanets and have legends accounting for
their fall: and the same is explicitly stated of the Simla Dagolis; moreover, a relation
specially to Kanet families is sometimes mentioned. Harcourt.remarks (p. 123) —
'The Daghees may be held to stand in a sort of subordinate rank to the Kaneits
,
though there is often nothing in appearance that would lead an indifferent
observer to notice that the two were of different castes'.
Cunningham's connection of the name Kali with that of the Indian Kolarians loses
all plausibility if the original form of this was Kraucia, which is used in a preChristian Sanskrit text (with reference, however, to the Kol tribe of north Bihar).
12. Bhotias.
Of the populations of non-Indo-Aryan speech occupying the strip of very
mountainous country immediately south of the passes over the Great Himalaya the
main bulk has been, as Kunindas and Kanets, already considered: linguistically they
will come in for extensive further treatment. The remainder, known as Bhotias, but
in the Bashahr State designated Nyam, Jad or Zar, require, as Tibetan immigrants
from a fairly modem date, not much ethnographical particularization. To a
considerable extent they are Hinduized; but some of those in Kumaon retain an
original Tibeto-Burman language, perhaps inherited from non-Tibetan predecessors,
and the actual Bhotia language, spoken e.g. in the north of Garhwal, seems to
include some particulars of like origin. One of the Kumaon groups, the Jethoras has
a designation, explained as signifying 'elder brothers', sc. first settlers, which
curiously recurs, as jathirii, 'juryman who decides disputes', in the isolated TibetoBurman people of Malana, in Kulu, and again, asjustera, 'ruling village elder', in the
Dard area (Chiles, see infra).
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(4b) Trans-Himalayan
territories.
1. Anthropologicaldate and deductions.
It has been pointed out supra that prior to the Tibetan intervention,which
commencede.700 A.D., the history of these territoriesis, except for a few isolated
particulars,a blank. In regard to ethnographyit seems that, unless modern anthropometricsand archaeologycometo the rescue,the like, exceptin one instance,must
be said. Whatcan be contributedby thosetwo sciencescan be convenientlyseen in
the valuablework of R. Biasuttiand E. Dainelli,I Tipi Umani,published(1925)as
Vol.IXof Serie II in RelazioniSciemifichedelta SpedizioneItaliana DeFillippi, nell
Himalaya, Caracorume TurchestanCinese (1913-1914):here we have by Biasutti
the scientific expose and analysis of the anthropometricmaterials collected by
Dainelliin the field, and by Dainellihimselfa discussionof the peoples,in general
and in particular, and their cultural conditions, and a record of the available
archaeclogicalremains.The mainanthropologicalmatteris one originallybroached
by Drew and Biddulph,viz, the evidencefor a non-Tibetan,or non-'Mongolian',
element in the populationand for a determinationof its amount and range. This
matter,conceived from the first as a question of partly Aryan, sc. Sina or 'Dard',
origin of the people of Baltistanand adjacent parts, and frequentlynoticedby the
late Dr. A. H. Francke in connectionwith traditions or evidences of progressive
'Dud' immigrationsinto the territories
, is decided in the sense that the basic
populationin Ladak generally,as well as in Baltistan,was 'Dard'/Sing,and that a
Mongolian/Tibetanfactor supervened,modifyingin variousproportionsthe somatic
and cultural inheritance.Many precise observationsare adduced in regard to the
distributionand prevalenceof the ir.15/113ardi
contribution,which was not all preTibetan; and the conclusions are pictorially shown in maps. The construction
receives in general much support from the historicalfacts elicited by Biddulph,
showingprolongedand intimaterelationsbetween the rulers of Baltistan,HunzaNagar,Roti-do,Gilgitand Yasin.
Dainelli'smain conclusionseems to be that the 'Mongoloid'factors,somatic
and cultural,came from the east, sc. from the Tibetan 'Clang',i.e. Byan-pa,nomad
people of the great 'North-Plateau',Byav-thak,in whom, however,there are already
some traces of elements derived from another source, presumably,as has been
suggested,in ChineseTurkestan.The 'Mongol'heritage,most intensein the east of
Central Ladak, weakens progressivelyfrom east to west, attaining in flu-rig a
transitionstage, practicallyevanescentin the Balti territoriesand absent amongthe
Brok-pa of the Deosai plains and the Dras area. In Ladak itself an island of Dard
speechand culture, relatively early in comparisonwith the Islamic religionof the
Bakis, survivesin the Machnopapeopleof the Indus valley,from about Karmangto
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Da-Hanu,and the connectedsidevalleys.It is held that the route of Dard immigrants
will have been not the actual Indus Gorge, Roli-do,but direct from the region of
Astor over the Deosai plain.
Perhaps the mixed origin so conceived, and reinforced by the history of
politicalrelationsbetweenBaltistanand Ladak and by profoundcharacterizationsof
the two actual populations,will not hereafterbe disputed:the view also that the
'Mongol'element came from the Tibetan sphere seems highly probable. But the
anthropometricaldeductions do not carry a date: in general the advances of the
Darcl/inA peoples seem to belong to historical times, and the Dard traditions
broughtto lightby Franckeseem too precisefora reallyancientmemory.
2. Tibetanand other extrinsicitemsin nomenclatureof peoplesand classes.
Here it may be not inappositeto emphasizein contrastthe far more sweeping
influence of the large, continuousand thoroughlyTibetan state in the linguistic
sphere. The Tibetan dialects of Purig and Baltistanhave sufficientpeculiaritiesto
justify separatetreatmentsin the LinguisticSurvey of India. In these, and even in
Ladakhi,there are phoneticdevelopmentsand retentions,a certain number of new
featuresof accidence,changes or specializationsin meaningsand phraseology;but
there is perhaps nothing affectingthe thoroughlyTibetan character of the general
yammer and forms of expressionor intrusivefrom an outsidelanguage:the actual
loan-wordsare few, and the etymologyoverwhelminglyTibetan. This situation,
whichtends to exclude inferencesfrom speechmixture,resultednaturallyfrom the
dominationof Tibetan culture in the state business and correspondenceand in
religionandliterature;it deservesmentionhere,becauseit includescases provoking
inquiry:thus the term Brok-pa,denotingthe Dard peopleof Dras, is not in relation
to that, or to any, peoplea tribal or racial designation;it is, as Shawementioned,an
occupationalterm,appliedall over Tibetto the nomador semi-nomadherdsmenand
shepherdsof the upper valley or plateau 'grazinggrounds' (Ibrog). Accordingto
Shawethe applicationof the term to the Dardpeople of Drasand of the Indusis due
to the Tibetans, Sc.the Ladakhis or Rallis. Iliddulph's statement(p. 47) that the
Brok-pasnamethemselvesRomshouldnot fall into oblivion;likewisehis statement
(p. 54) that the Indus Dards call themselvesAderkaroand by the Baltis are named
Kyango.
In regardto the nameMachnopa,which Dainellihas adoptedfor the Dards of
the Indus as a nameusedby themselves(p. 34) Tibetanistswill not easily be induced
to conceivethat it is relatedto a 'Ladakh!marriageby machpa' described(pp. 146-7,
173)as occurringwhen a brotherlessdaughteris constitutedfamilyheiress and is
entitledto take as husbandand subordinateconsortanyjunior memberof an outside
family_Mag-pa is the ordinary Tibetan term for 'son-in-law';but whether it is
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restrictedto such special cases may be uncertain:among the Koko-nor'Tanguts'
(Tibetans) it seems that all sons-in-laware taken into the family and are there
subordinate.But the case of a daughter constitutedheiress is an ancient topic of
Sanskritlaw, discussedunderthe headingpdrilai, and from the Gazetteersit seems
to be recognizedin most Indo-AryanHimalayanStates: in the Dard/Sinaarea the
practiceis presumablyderivedfrom India.
Other Tibetan quasi-technical terms, intruded perhaps through Skarde
domination,into Dard areas, may here be noted. Amongthe Machnopapeople, of
whose dialect a few ordinary words also are included in Shawe's list, the terms
Riishen,'high-classpeople',and Riizmed,'low-class,people',originallyblacksmiths,
are Tibetanngs-chen,'greatbone',and named, 'boneless',in which rus, 'bone', is the
invariableand ubiquitousexpression,like Euopean'blood',for the idea of lineageor
'breed'. airgyut also (p. 8) is Tibetan mgar-rgyud,'blacksmith-lineage'.The term
used for the priestlyfamilies,Shawe'sLhAbdak,is likewisesimplyTibetanlha-bdag,
'god-lord'
, in whichlha, = Sanskritdeva, is often appliedto Lamas,kings, etc_Very
possiblythe Machnopalanguagehad its ownequivalentsto these terms.
Amongthe Baltis, whoseordinary languageis Tibetan,it is not surprizingthat
such terms should be in that language; and so we may here merely record the
following:1. Trakehosin Riboo Trakchosand Shall Trakchos,two of the high social classes
(Biddulph, p. 50, Dainelli, p. 132). Here Trakchos = Tib. drag, 'noble',
'aristocratic', + chos or boos, 'origin','creation','croated',etc. Ribooand Shall
also are probablyTibetan,thoughtheirmeaningsare not obvious.
2. Plamopa, the agriculturalmain body of the people, etc. (Biddulph, p. 50,
Dainelli,p. 132).Hereplamo is not clear;but -pa is the commonTibetanSuffix,
denoting'man (or thing) of-', = Hindi -Wahl,and it appearsin all the namesof
the 12subdivisionsof the highest(Wazir)class_
3. Mon, 'musicianswhoanswerin every respectto the Donisof Gilgit' (Biddulph,
p. 50). This term, which will demand further consideration infra, comes
indubitably from Great Tibet: in the Dard area it is presumably a mere
substitutefor Dom.
4. Tacur,lbarbee(Dainelli,p. 133)- Tib. skra-b±ar(withmodem pronunciation).
It is noticeable that in the royal genealogy of Baltistan the four immediate
successorsof the (legendary)founderhavenames,reportedby Biddulph(pp. 1445)
as Istak Singeh,Brook Singeh, Zik Singeh, Sik Singeh,which are really Tibetan,
being Tib. Stag, tiger", hbrug, 'dragon',gzig, 'leopard',and fig, 'louse', combined
with sere-ge,'lion', as royal title. In the two next followingnamesthe third syllable,
Mum,is the royal title of the Hunza-Nagarrulers,whichalso terminatesthe names2
- 6 in theSi-agar (Shigar)genealogy(Biddulph, loc. cif., Cunningham,Ladrik,p. 33,
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Francke, Antiquities, II, p. 192). Tibetan expressions in DardiinFi milieus not
appertainingto the Ladak territoriesare, no doubt,either ordinaryloan-wordsdue to
cultural contact or a result of political relationsbetween the Balti rulers and the
Dardsbeyondthe Indus.Suchare —
1. Yerfah,'steward' (Biddulph, p. 42, Lorimer, I, p. xliii) = Tib. grier-pa. In
Burushaskithis existsas yerpa.
2. Tarangfah,'a village officialunder the Wazir', (ibid), perhaps= Tib. gron-pa,
'village-man' or grans-pa
, 'accountant' (pronounced trang-pa): Burushaski
trangia, Balti tramps.
Charboo(Biddulph,p. 44, Lorimer,I, p. xivii)is not obviouslyTibetan.
The Tibetan class-designationsused in LadakProper (Dainelli,p. 133)do not
call for comment.
No particular significancebelongs to the above Tibetan items: they seem
merely incidentalto the Tibetan influence,which did not commencebefore c.700
A.D., and domination,which eventuated early in the Xth century. But from the
Indianside we have to remarksome surprizingcorrespondencesin expressionsand
usages of ethnographicalor historicalsignificance,which seem to transcend the
Great Himalaya.In many cases, indeed,there may have been intermediacyof Dard
or ir11peoples,themselveslargelydependentupon India: and this may justify the
practiceof, e.g., ColonelLorimer, who in his BurushaskiVocabularyreasonably
treats forms of Sanskritorigin,when they have §ina equivalents,as related to the
latter:as instancesof this we maycite —
ariaro,anciro,'Tuesday',(Sh.afigaro)= Sk. angara
bago, 'portion'(Sh.&Igo)---Sk. bkiga
dig,'place','room'(Sh. dig)= Sk. dig,desa
paei, 'season'(Sh, pad, pad, 'half-month')= 5k. pakw, 'half-month'.

-apael
,'beside',
'close
to'etc.1
-apaaltn

zi
, 'from beside' etc.Sk.
pakx, palest
Sfij,'pain' (Sh. gui) = Sk. Saia, 'pain-prick'
rata, 'guard', 'watchman' (Sh. njOhi)

1= Sk,
rakrakerrae,
'guarding,
watching
over'
(Sh.rash,)

yaeheni, 'female demon' (Sh, yaeini): here Sanskrit
yakgni is, in fact, mentioned.
In some few cases, where a Siva equivalent is not cited, a Sanskrit original is for
some other reason ignored: such are —
arago, 'lazy' = Sk. alasa, 'lazy'.
pfie, 'a kind of supernatural being, usually malevolent'.
'demon', = Skihuta, 'evil spirit or ghost'.
In these words it seems probable that the primary source was the Sanskrit and the
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Shia source,thoughimmediate,was secondary:in the caseof terms of religionthere
may have been no intermediary:e.g. the above-citedya6heni, A similar problem
arises in regard to the select list of Si Kashmiri equivalents printed in the
Linguistic SurveyvolumeVIII, iii, pp. 251-3: it may be affirmedthat most of the
there cited Sipa and Kashmiriforms require for their explanationa recognitionof
the stage representedby the ancient Sanskrit. The problem is one which recurs
wheneveretymologyof relatively modem stages of a languageis apprehensiveof
dependenceuponancientClassicalevidence.
Instancesof the Indiancorrespondencesindicatedaboveare the following:—
1. grestok (with-okas termination);Brest (gram, Kashmir)','cultivator'(Brok-pa
of Dras, ap Shawe, pp. 32, 34). This is evidently Sins gresto 'industrious',
Kashmiri grist, 'a fanner', of the Linguistic Survey list: but that is only a
beginning.For obviouslyit is also the grhastha or grihastha, popularlygirasta
or gityasti or giresti, 'householder','farmer', of Sir R. L. Turner's Nepali
Dictionary, and so identical with Ghirth, Girth, Ghareth, which has been
discussedsupra as the designationof the great land-holdingcaste of the Kingra
State.The combinationof meanings,'farmer','land-holder','agriculturalclass',
is confirmatoryof the view developedsupra that universallyin the Himalayan
territoriesthe solid social and economicbasis was peasantagriculture.But the
fact that the class-nameGirth, Ghirth, Ghareth, is on the Indian side confined
to Kangra, which, as we have seen, had close relations with its Kashmir
neighbour,and that the meaning'farmer'recursin Kashmirand in the Dardarea,
which was always subjectto Kashmirinfluence,definesas a 'Kashmirgroup'
the area of this linguisticusage.In Kataw5rTthe word occursas gurasth (L.S.
VIII. ii, p, 492):Its occurrencein Nepaliwill be furtherconsidered.
2. Krarnin,'weavers','carpenters','blacksmiths','artisans'in fact, 'amongthe main
body of the Dards'(Shawe,p. 8 n.; Drew,op.cit.,p. 427; Leitner,Dardistan, p.
63), Kramin (or Kaminn), 'weavers, carpenters, etc., but not musicians,
Appendix IV, p. 10, 'lowest class'; Krarnmins,'millers and porters, who are
numerousin Darel, but do not exist in Hunzaor Nagel' (derivedfrom Persian
kamin, 'mean', Biddulph,p. 39); cremin (Dainelli,p. 130); kamin, 'inferior
classes' (Kashmir census report on Balti, ap. Dainelli, p. 132). Shawe's
derivationof this from krum,Krum(i.e. Sanskritkarma),'work',or rather from
the Sanskritderivativekarmin, 'worker',is renderedcertain by the forms and
meanings (including Sindhi kami, 'daylabourer', Lahnda kainmi, 'menial')
assembled under 'Lime, 'blacksmith', 'iron-worker', in Turner's Nepali
Dictionary.But we havealready(supra, p. 202) noted it in Kangra,and also in
the GarhwaI-Kumaonarea, with the meaning of 'manual labourer',generally
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agricultural and mostly menial or semi-servile. It is properly not a caste term,
but occupational and could easily assume the denotation of any particular
manual occupation, e.g. that of blacksmith, or the wide sense of 'workman', or
even in suitable circumstances, 'slave' (kind, etc., in Siraji, etc., L.S. VIII. 2, p.
493, and in Kfingra and several dialects of the Chamba-Kashmir region, L.S. I.
ii, Comparative Vocabularies, p. 83). Thus the Kashmir census advisedly uses
karnin in relation to (inferior) Dard classes.
Dorn, 'musicians, blacksmiths and leather-workers, are most numerous in
Yassin, ]lager, and Chilas, in which latter place they form a sixth of the
population' (Biddulph, p. 39, Drew, pp. 426-7, Leitner, Dardistan, p. 63 and
Appendix IV, p. 10, 'musicians'); also in Gilgit and 'in the valley below
Chitral' (ibid., pp. 50, 65). Biddulph thought that these Doms were probably not
aborigines 'in these valleys', but came, 'like the Shins', from the south: perhaps
he implies the same by his 'remnants of the early, pre-Aryan, race that
inhabited India'.
On the cognates (Sanskrit cloniba, etc) of this term Dorn, see Turner,
Nepali Dictionary, s,v. dean. In the Ladak region, where it may have been
replaced by the Tibetan Mon, it is not apparent; for which reason it is not here
necessary to discuss the wide distribution in India or the use of the term in the
Garhwal-Kumaon area as a general designation for the whole low-caste
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population. Biddulph in his sphere reports (p. 39) the low-castes as 'of very
dark complexion, coarse features, and inferior physique': cf. Drew, pp. 426-7,
who states that they have not a difference of language.
Rono, the highest caste among the Dard peoples (Drew, pp. 435-6; Biddulph,
pp. 34-6; Leither, Dardistan, p. 59). The obscurity of the origin of this
designation allows a conjecture that it is nothing other than the &W e-(Sanskrit
rajanyaka) of the Indo-Aryan Himalayan countries. The status of the Ronos
seems to correspond notably to that of the Ranas, known from early centuries as
local chieftains and still represented by desce dents constituting the leading
social class. The change of vowel, a > o, can be paralleled by not a few
examples in
especially when followed by n or r, and in Kashmiri it is in
certain situations normal. It seems, in fact, quite likely that the status and title
originated in Kashmir and was propagated thence: one legend of the origin of
the Ronos (Biddulph, p. 35) derives them from the Rajauri state, in the
mountains south of Kashmir.
Jushteros, 'elders', who control the affairs of villages in Chilas (Biddulph, p. 17,
Drew, p. 460, Leitner, Dardistan, pp. 58-9 (cf. Appendix VI, p. 1), 'Board of
Elders', also in Kandla and Chitral). The institution of such 'aldermen' might
exist anywhere, as in the case of Spiti, where the village galpos (KEingraGaz.
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1897,IV, pp. 94-5) are rgad-pos (Tibetan),'elders'.But the form of the word
equates it to that of the KumaonJethoras,'elders',(AlmoraGaz,, p. 98), name
of a divisionof Bhotias,'who claimto be descendantsof the first Bhotiasettlers.
This term also may therefore be one carried to Kumaon from the Kashmir
region by the Khasias.
3. MaterialanalogiesbetweenTrans-and Cis-Himalayan
conditions.
Amongthe correspondencesof the secondkind, SC_those whichare not matter
of nomenclature,there are some which,though not ethnographicalin a racial sense,
may be regardedas belongingto what may be termed'regionalethnography,i.e. are
characteristicof a geographicalregion; thus there is an 'European'culture. Under
this head we probably should not include the fraternal polyandrywhich we have
found pervasiveamong the Kanets and which probably thereforewas an usage of
their Kuninda ancestors. In the Ladak countries it is likely to have been an
importationfromTibet; and, since it is not a DardiSinausage,the MachnopaDards,
who practiceit (Shawe,pp. 8-9, Drew, pp. 250n,)may owe it to that contact. It is,
however, curious to find (Shawe, p. 8) that the Machnopajustification of it is
preciselythat which we have found allegedon the Indian side of the mountains,
namelythe economicfact of the limitationof cultivableland, SinceKulu,Lahti],and
Spiti, in all whichthe practiceand the justificationare bothattested,have beenfrom
remote times continuouslyin communicationwith the Ladak areas and since they
are not remote from the Machnopagarbs, there may have been an influencefrom
their side.
Biasutti has demonstrated(pp. 141-7)that in the Tibetanfamilysystemthere is
nothing matriarchaland that in the fraternal polyandrythe implicit intent is the
transmissionof the familypropertyintact,It may be said, however,that the notion
of matrilinealdescent is likewise inherent and is manifest in those cases where,
failinga male inheritor,a daughteris constitutedheirand is empoweredto propagate
the familywith any consortwhom she may choose.The accord of the same right to
a widow,providedthat she continuesto occupythe familyresidence,seemsto be an
accommodationto circumstances,since a widowis not of the family:on the Indian
side, as we have seen,that exceptionwas very widelyupheld.The provisionthat the
widow must marry a younger brother of the deceasedmay have been a logical
restrictionof her excessiveliberty.How far these exceptions,whichon the Indian
side were widely legitimate,were upheld by Tibetans may not be known. In the
Gilgit area inheritanceby a single daughter and leviratemarriage of widows are
attested(Biddulph,pp. 76 and 82).
In general the notion of matrilineal descent seems independentof that of
fraternalpolyandry,and it plays a part in some other usageswhich have come into
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view. These are, first, the legitimacy or quasi-legitimacy in the mothers' class of
their offspring from fathers of a higher, generally the immediately superior, class;
secondly, in the case of polygamic families the division of inheritance per slimes.
The latter prevails in Gilgit (Biddulph, p. 82). The inter-caste rule which sharply
distinguishes between taking brides from a next, esteemed lower, caste and giving
brides to the same seems almost as universal in the Dard area as in the Indian
Himalaya.
A remarkable correspondence between trans- and cis- Himalaya is the strong
discrimination of various classes as outside the pale, On the Indian side, where the
matter is highly complex, the classes so regarded can be clearly identified by their
caste designations, whether these are general, and perhaps originally tribal or ethnic,
as Dom, Koh, etc., or occupational, as Lobar, 'worker in iron', In Tibet and the
Ladak regions there are, as Dainelli well argues (pp. 130-3), no castes in the rigid
Indian sense, but only class distinctions such as exist in all countries. The dominant
socio-economic factor was agriculture: in a society constituted mainly of landholding peasants the special crafts and services are likely to be few and low
esteemed. As this view is in full accord with what we have concluded on the Indian
side, we naturally here conour: it may be remarked that the impression, recorded in
most areas, that the 'menial' classes represent an under, sc. prior or aboriginal,
population, a view in some instances plausible in itself or supported by observed
differences of physiognomy, does not necessarily imply that the low classes are
prior or aboriginal in the district where they are found: in particular instances, and
on the Indian side perhaps commonly, they may have been immigrants for whose
occupations there may have been openings due to changed economic conditions. An
example of this in the Dard area may be furnished by the Doms, if Biddulph, who
attests their distinctive physiognomy, is right in holding that they are not there
indigenous, but have immigrated in attendance upon the Sings. Similarly the Dagis
of Lahul, where they are musicians, are stated to have come from Lulu.
4. Beda and Mon.
In Ladak Proper we should not expect to find a social classification seriously
different from that described by Sarat Chandra Das in regard to Tibet or that stated
in the Kashmir Census report, both of which are reproduced by Dainelli. In neither
case is caste on Indian lines suggested; and Dainelli finds little occasion for
comment, except in regard to the Beda and Mon of Ladak. We may just remark that
two of the low classes, viz, the Beda, 'flute-players' (in Ladak) and the Garra (Tib.
mgar-ra), 'smiths', had been from ancient times despised classes in Tibet; the Beda
are known not only in Lhasa, but also in many Himalayan districts on the Indian side
in connection with the famous rope-slide ceremony. But the Mon also require an
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explanation not internal to Ladak.
In the Ladak districts a widely, but sparsely, spread class, employed as
musicians and of low standing, is known as Mon. It has often been noted, and by A.
H. Francke and others it has been brought into connection with traditions, or legends,
of a Mon people as early inhabitants of the country and in particular as builders of
the ruined forts, etc., mon-nikhar, Francke's 'castles of the Mons', seen in various
localities. In criticism of this Dainelli, in the first place, positively denies that the
Ladak Mon are ever employed as carpenters, which the Moravian missionary Marx
had alleged, or as anything but drummers: and he denounces as incredible the
survival of an ancient race merely in a restricted and despised employment. It must
be admitted that Biddulph likewise (p. 50) describes the Balti Mons as 'musicians',
though he adds that 'they answer in every respect to the Doms of Gilgit', whom in
the Dard area he cites as 'musicians, blacksmiths and leather-workers'. Dainelli, who
notes the absence of any differential physiognomy in these Mons, nevertheless
admits in regard to the name, but with his own specification, an originally ethnic
sense: citing the well known facts concerning the Tibetan use of the name, and
especially in the expression Lida-Mon,'Mon of the south', to denote outside, nonTibetan, peoples [especially those of the Indo-Tibetan sub-Himalaya], he conceives
that both in regard to the Mon musicians and in regard to the 'Mon' castles the term
did not carry any historical tradition, but implied only a vague notion of foreign,
outside, barbarian, or obscure origin: and he refers to some popular uses of the
Italian word zingari, 'Gypsies', to people whose mode of life is, or is regarded as,
similar.
In this matter we may begin by agreeing that the existence, at any period, of a
Mon people in the region of Western Tibet is entirely devoid of historical attestation
or credibility. Here we cannot omit a reference to the legendary 'Mowas, or Mons, or
Motans', to whom in the Kanet area, on the Indian side of the Great Himalaya,
Cunningham found attributed all the numerous ancient remains of stone buildings,
and whom the Kanets all agreed in regarding as their own ancestors. It was upon this
suggestion that cunningham conceived his theory of a Mon, or Munich,origin of the
native Himalayan peoples: and, if the form Mon were really certain, the striking
similarity of the legends north and south respectively of the Great Himalaya would
demand at least some explanation. But of the form Mon we have not, in fact, found
any other attestation, and of the Willis or Mowannas, which names indeed are not
etymologically explained, the available accounts do not indicate either an exact
analogy or a really ancient date. Hence these should for the present be left out of
account.
We can also appreciate Dainelli's objection to recognizing in a small class of
practitioners of a despised profession the sole survivors of an ancient ruling race.
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But in the Indian system of caste-profession names there seem to be many which
originally were ethnic, and perhaps analogies to this phenomenon can be seen in
most countries: the case of the zingari, cited by Dainelli, is paralleled by the term
Gypsy, Egyptian, itself, and similarly in French, 'point d'argent, point de Suisse'.
Perhaps in such cases the class so named is usually of foreign, or in some way
outlandish, origin. This seems, in fact, to be Dainelli's own explanation; but it posits
as a starting-point the actual use of the expressions 'Mon' and 'Mon-fort'; and of
these it is futile to seek an explanation in the Ladak region, because they must both
have been imported ready-made from Great Tibet.
In the case of Great Tibet it is not necessary to confine attention to the wide
denotation stated in the Dictionary of Sarat Chandra Das, where the name is defined
as applying to the Kirdnti tribes of E. Nepal and occurring in Mon-yul, 'the subHimalayan regions extending from Kashmir to Assam', Mon- pa-gro [Mon-Spag-ro],
'the town and province of Pa-ro [Spag-ro] in Bhutan', and Mon-rta-dwang [Rtadbanj, 'a small principality [in S. Tibet] adjoining the eastern border of Bhutan': to
which we may add the Lho-Mon-than, 'Mantane of the maps, capital of the tiny, but
ancient, state of Glo-be on a Nepal-Tibet route near Nowakot. Even this denotation
seems less wide and vague than that countenanced by Dainelli. As a racial or gentile
name, sometimes spelled Mon, the term was familiar even in the time (With
century) of Sron-btsan Sgam-po, who himself had a Mon wife, and of his early
successors: for refl. see M. Bacot's Documents de Touen-houang (1904-1946), pp.
182-3. In Tibetan Literary Textsand Documents (1,pp. 273-4, cf. II, p. 288) we have
cited a passage relating to removal (c.791 A.D.) of a Turk tribe to Mon territory,
where a town or fort was provided: and in II, p. 299, several Mon individuals are
named. As regards 'Mon-forts (or castles)', we may be excused for drawing attention
to a discussion in Nam: an ancient language of the Sino-Tibetan Borderland (pp.
ISO sqq.), where it is pointed out that the expression Mon-rdzon, 'Mon-fort', used in
the Nam country in the VIllth or 1Xth century, corresponds notably to the Monmkhar of Western Tibet, It was inferred that the Mons named were foreign craftmen,
perhaps belonging to the Man-tomof Chinese border districts, travelling like the Ssiichluanese carpenters and brick-makers of modem periods, who 'do nearly all the
building in eastern Tibet', and like the itinerant Chinese smiths, who visit the
Tibetan encampments and make 'all their ironwork'. In fact, the Tibetan Gyarung
(Rgyal-ron) district of Ssil-ch'uan is that of which the population is most consistently
regarded by the Chinese as 'Mon'. That in course of time the Tibetans should have
widened their conception of 'Mon' peoples is not at all unintelligible, since, as the
Chinese use of the term 'Man' demonstrates, there were various other peoples, such
as the Lo-lo and Mo-so, to whom that ethnical term was applied. But it is to the
Mon-t36 of the Rgyal-ron that a special connection with building is attributed by the
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tradition concerningthe often described 'towers', for which the region is famous
(Nam,pp_66-7).
Accordinglyit was in the functionof craftsmenthat the Monswere connected
with the forts; and the period was considerablyearlier than the foundationof the
Western Tibetan State. It seems therefore indubitable that with this import the
expression'Mon-fort'was carriedby the Tibetansinto Ladak; and it is quite likely
that actualMoncraftsmenaccompaniedit.
As regards the Beda, of whose designationBiasutti cites Francke'sabsurd
etymology(fromSanskritbheda,'division'),it is sufficientto mentionthat in Tibet a
person of this class is mentioned(hbye-hdab)in the early Chronicle(see M. Bacot's
Documents,p. 31).
5. Earlyrelationswith outsidepeoples.
The impressionreceivedby earlier writers of a fundamentallyTibetan origin
and nature of the main populationsof the Ladak State is, no doubt, a tribute to the
assimilativepowerof Tibetanculture,especiallyas backedby the influenceof Great
Tibet,and of its Buddhistreligion.Even Biddulph,who conceivedof the wholearea
as originallyin Dard occupation(p. 49) until overflowedby 'a wave of Tartar
conquest''down the Indus valley from the eastward',thought that even the Baltis,
'though they have undoubtedlya considerableamount of Aryan blood
, must be
classedas a Mongolianrace'(p. 40, cf. g. 48 'a mixed race possessingno distinctive
type of their own'). This impression,largely,no doubt, due to extreme Tibetanization in languageand religion, must yield to the mass of anthropologicaland
cultural materials assembledand with full competenceexpoundedin the work of
Dainelliand Biasutti.The actual historicalfacts,of whichDainelligives (pg. 156-9)
a summary,sufficeto prove that the Tibetansdid not even make contact with the
Ladak countriesbeforec.700 A.D. and did not definitelyannexthem beforethe .nth
century: it is indeed surprisingthat Francke alter publishingthe actual Chronicle
should havecontinued,if he did continue,to believein an earlybasic populationof
Tibetan race; the utmost that can be admitted is that there may have been some
infiltration of nomad 'Clang' (Byars-pa)of the great north plateau, the eastern
neighboursof Ladak, who can have been in their area far more ancient than the
TibetanStateand who were at leastquasi-Tibetan.Dainelli'sconclusionthat the preTibetan populationof the whole area, from the east of LadakProper westward,was
Dard is essentiallyin agreementwith Biddulph'sview: but he does not concur in
regardingthe Machnopasof the Indus as a survival of the pre-TibetanDards, nor
does he hold that none of the other Dard chieftainships,settlementsand migrations
is posterior. In fact, the relations which Biddulph particularizes of political
connectionsbetween Baltistanand the Gilgit-Hunza-Nagar
region belongto a later
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period: the Dard song of progress eastward published by Franeke could hardly be of
really high antiquity; and the genealogies of local chieftains, though they may be
evidence of actual Dard descent, do not reach back to remote centuries. Since the
evidence of the anthropological and archaeological investigations is, though
scientifically valid, yet chronologically indefinite, and since Dainelli himself admits
the possibility of a pre-Dard population, any actual historical notices carrying a date
would be welcome.
The Greek accounts of Alexander's expedition and their other writings
concerning India do not seem to yield any information concerning the Ladak
countries: Ptolemy's Baud (VI.13.3), who belong to aka country and are 'along
Mount Imaos', the Mustagh range, may be the Baltis: his Daradrai (VIL1.43),who
are 'below the sources of the Indus' and whose 'highlands impend over them', are
mentioned along with the Lambatai (Lamghan) and Souastene (Swat); and there is
no reason for making them extend beyond the main Dard area, which is the Indus
valley up to about Bunji. The country of the gold-bearing ants, if that was, as we
hope to have proved, Hunza-Nagar, is neither Dard nor part of the Ladak country,
though politically entangled with both.
In the Sanskrit Maha-Bluirata, however, there is a reference, which, though of
indefinite date, is certainly, if it really does mention the Sisia people, the earliest
reference to them. This is the recurrent mention of Cinas in connection with western
peoples, e.g. II, v. 1843 with Hrinas and Sakas, v. 1846 with Bahlikas III, v. 1991
with Harahurias and Tukharas, v. 12350 with Tukhar-as,Daradas and Darvas, V, v.
3049, with Balihas (Bahlikas?), VI, v. 373, with Maradas (Daradas?). In the
Rcimilyirmaalso, IV, 43, vv. 12-3, Cinas and Parama-Cinas are western peoples,
along with Kambojas, Yavanas, Arapkas, Bahlikas, Rsikas, Pauravas, Tankanas,
Niharas (Tukharas?) and Daradas. Goat-skins and deer-skins (ajina) of Cilia
production are mentioned in Mbh. V, v. 3049, and wool-textures of Bahli and aria
in II, v. 1846. In these passages, which are probably not later than the early centuries
of the Chiristian era, it seems unlikely that the Chinese should be mentioned; and in
general a production of skin robes by Chinese is unexpected: hence the repeated
suggestion that by the name Cna Sins peoples are meant is not without plausibility.
Reliance, however, cannot he placed on this: the Cinas named in V, v. 584 in
connection with Bhagadatta of Assam are probably real Chinese, and Chinese
textiles (silk), at any rate, were rather early known in India. Moreover, even if the
Cinas were Sins people, there is nothing to suggest that they were in the Ladak
country and not in their own main, Dard, region, which, in fact, accords better with
the mention of Kambojas, Bahlikas, etc.
A more definite item is the mention in the earliest Khotan legend of 'the cattleherd boy 1-1jesand nn.g-k
There can be no doubt that nui-le, 'girl', is the
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"iota( 'daughter',of Shawe'sHbrog-pavocabulary,and the molai,mild, 'girl',of the
Hbrog-paof Drasand other Sivadialects;see L.S. VIII,ii, p. 228, and alsoBiddulph,
p. Liv).But this also may havecome to Khotan directfrom Dardistan;and, since it,
occursonly in Sit*, and not in other Dard languages,may be in that group a loanword.
6. Hunza-Nagar.
Dainellicites with approval,and supportswith an observationof his own (pp.
176-7),a recognitionby Drew (op.cit.,pp. 433-4)and Neveof ethnicelementsfrom
Hunza-Nagarin the upper valleysof the i-sgarriver, leadingup to the Karakoram
Range: and at the same time he admits the possibilityof some immigrationof
Yarkanclisduringa periodwhen passesover the Rangewere less impracticablethan
at present.In view of the intimaterelationswhichhave, it is hoped, beenproved to
have prevailedduringthe first halfof the VIIIthcenturyA.D.between Hunza-Nagar
(the 'Gold Race'), Baltistan (Skar-do)and the kingdom of Khotan (not Yarkand,
whichat that date wasunimportant)thesetwo mattersare somewhatinterlinked:and
between Hunza-Nagarand Baltistanthere have been in later centuriesthe political
and other connectionsrelatedby Biddulph.Both call for some seriousconsideration
here: we may endeavourto disentanglethem somewhatby first stating what is
appositeconcerningHunza-Nagar.
The Hunza-Nagar country, situated at the junction, so to speak, of the
Karakoram and the Hindu-Kush,is connected with the Ladak districts only via
Baltistan,to whichappertainthe above cited ethnicelementsand certaintraditions
of occasionsof direct inter-communicationsthrough the now almost impossible
Hispar pass. Historicallyit has been in closer relation to Gilgit and Yasin, with
which it shares the inheritanceof the still problematicl3urushaskilanguage:the
Hunza river, carrying also that of Nagar, joins the Gilgitriver, at a point one mile
below Gilgit, about 23 miles above the confluenceof the latter with the Indus,
furnishinga route,Of Gilgitthe earliestknownmentionwouldbe one in the Chinese
rang-shu, 'rang Annals', if De Groot's rendering, 'Gist-to on the river Sai', is
preferableto that of Chavannes,'Sic-to nearthe river So-i': in the name Gilgit,often
pronouncedGIIad,the syllable Gil, the Gk./a[-giou] of a aka-Khotanidocument
(IX-Xthcentury),mightthen be an addition,denotingsome featureor attribute.The
valleyof the Gilgitriver as far west as the Yasin districthas been identifiedwiththe
often discussedBolor.
From ColonelLorimer'sprecise descriptionsand from his map (also those of
Drew and Biddulph)it can be seen that Hunzais mainlyon the north of the riverand
of Nagar andleads up over high passesto the Pamir,whereis the district of Sarikol.
This name, which has sometimesbeen spelled Sirikol or Serikol, and which as
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having in its first syllable a short vowel is guaranteed by meticulous observation on
the part of Sir Aurel Stein, is interesting, if it is, as seems likely, the hitherto missing
original of lisilan-tsang's Sanskrit Suvarnagoira, which on the ground of not far
from contemporary translations in both Chinese, Chin-shi, and Tibetan, Gser-rings,
unquestionably signified 'Gold-race' or 'Gold-family' or was so understood. The
signification cannot be based upon any etymology, correct or popular, from the
Tibetan side: in the time of Hsilan-tsaries journey the large Tibetan State was only
in its formation and can hardly even have heard of Sarikol, from which it was
separated by immense spaces. The many reasons which we have given for
identifying Suvarnagotra, the 'Women's country', with Nagar encourage us to see in
the name Sarikol the Burushaski word gui, 'relations by marriage' combined with zap.,
'gold"; the latter
, even if not the original native term, exists, along with zargar,
'goldsmith'
, in Colonel Lorimer's Vocabulary, and from its wide and ancient
prevalence in Iranian (also in Dard) must certainly have been known in a country
frequented by merchants in quest of gold. It seems therefore possible that prior to
the immigration of the Wakhis, people from Wakhan, whose quite alien
physiognomy and language are emphasized in Colonel Lorimer's work, the whole
Hunza-Nagar territory up to the Pamir was included in the district-name Sarikol,
Suvamagotra.
The curious circumstance that Hsiian-tsang's account of Suvarriagotra is given
in connection with his visit to Brahma-pura (Garhwal-Kumaon), although the
country is 'in the midst of the Great Snowy Mountains', with Tibet on its east, Sanpo-ho (Chitral) on its west and Khotan on its north', and further that it partly
duplicates his prior (p. 135) account of Bolor (Po-lu-lo), is perhaps not inexplicable.
It was in Brahma-pura, which, in fact, is bounded on the north by the great Snowy
Mountains', sc. the Great Himalaya, that he heard of a famous gold country, beyond,
which would be niMih-ris-skor-gsurn, the KailAsa-Manasa region, Thok Jalung, etc.
For the confusion with the ant-gold of Dards, Cinas (Sivas), etc., of the 'Women's
Country' in the midst of the snowy Karakoram (Hirnavant, Hemodos) he will have
been indebted to his Indian informants, who had already made it in the AfahaBharata: as we have seen, it appears in the insertion of a reference (III, v. 12350) to
Cinas (Sings), Hunas, Daradas, and Darvas„ as met in the Kuninda territory, sc.
Brahma-pura = Garliwal-Kurnaon.
Like the Wakhi-speakers of the north of Hunza, the iri.q-speakingpeople of the
southern part of Nagar are regarded by Colonel Lorimer (p. xxxv) as ethnically
distinguishable. At what period their immigration commenced seems to be
unascertained. Of the main Hunza-Nagar population he gives not only an intimate
description from personal observation, but also a summary of a considerable number
of anthropometric examinations, of which he perhaps too modestly estimates the
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value, but in which he has confidence in so far as they indicate 'a considerable
difference' between Hunza and Nagar subjects in certain particulars. In case the
remote and isolated situation is, as has generally been presumed and as Colonel
Lorimer agrees, the final refuge, often peripherally penetrated, but never
overwhelmed by conquest or organized immigration, of a language once more
widespread, and in case those who now speak it are ethnically inheritors of it,
ethnographical speculation seems to be excluded: the very high antiquity of a
language which has been tentatively assigned, on the one hand to Caucasion, on the
other to Dravidian, sets them beyond conjecture. But neither Colonel Lorimer's
favourable view of the people's morale nor a Dravidian hypothesis councerning the
language is absolutely irrelevant here. Colonel Lorimer's 'roseate, even idyllic,
picture' (p. x I vi) of the people is distinctly reminiscent of Captain Alexander
Gerard's description (1841), of the Kunawaris, and perhaps, in some points, of
Dainelli's very elaborate ethnographical appreciation of the Ladakhis. And here we
must not omit a mention of Biddulph's prior observation (pp. 30-38) —
'The people of Hunza and Lager ... differ slightly in appearance, the Hager
people apparently showing an infusion of Tartar blood, derived, no doubt, from
their Iskardo neighbours'.
and (p. 73)
'The fairest complexions are to be seen among the Boorish of Hunza and
Yassin, where individuals may be found who would pass for Europeans.
Among them red hair is not uncommon'.
and two particulars which in the Indian Himalaya we have found ethnographically
significant (p. 30 and p. 77) —
'They [the Hunza people] are great wine -drinkers, and are reproached by their
neighbours for .„ and for the immorality of their women'.
The last item (possibly hinted also by Colonel Lorimer, p. xlvi) is endorsed in regard
to the 'Women's Country' by a Buddhist text composed by a Balti and Nagar
princess and queen in the VIII th century A.D.
The possibility, studied by some scholars, of Dravidian items in the Burushaski
language is not without a bearing upon our present study, to which the still not
surrendered hypothesis of a Muncla, sc. quasi-Dravidian, constituent in Himalayan
populations and languages is obviously germane. This topic we must from want of
competence leave untouched. But of a quite different and not prehistoric, namely
Bina, element in the Hunza-Nagar people a suggestion previously propounded on
historical and textual grounds may now, it seems, be repeated as practically a
certainty. In the above-cited Buddhist text the authoress and heroine has much to say
concerning certain 'wild men', robbers, in her country, with whom she was anxious
to make friendship. The 'wild men' were probably related to the brigands
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encounteredin Sarikolby Hsilan-tsangin 644 A.D. and to the Hunzarobberswho
down to modern times have been notoriousfor waylayingin the Zarafshanvalleys
the Yarkandcaravansboundfor the Ladakcountries.Theirpersonalnames,stated in
the text, are in most instancesin notable accord with what is otherwiseknownof
HephthaliteHun nomenclature:and it was arguedthat the 'wild men' were, in fact,
HephthaliteHunsfrom the Pamir,wherea Hephthaliteprincipalityis knownto have
existed even as late as the VIIIth century A.D. In the name Hunza the -za can
obviously be the common Iranian gentile Suffix(from zeta, 'born'), which would
certainly have been familiar to speakers of Burushaski,a language now full of
Iranian loanwords:and, in fact, the people of Nagar affirm, we are told, that the
Hunza population,Hunzu-kuts,of the joint, discordant,State are 'Yeshkuns'from
the Pamir.The immigrantWakhis who now occupythe northernpart of the Hiriza
State have followedtheir ancientprecedent.
The new confirmationwhichwe can nowadducerelatesto the name, 'A-!turn,
of
one, evidentlythe chief(p. 232),of the 'wild men'. Concerninghim it is said(op.cit.,
p.255)—
'There is a certain'A-ku-na
, who formerly(sc. in a previousbirth) ...: seek out
'A-ku-na;in the seizingof the country(Khotan?)he will assist ... Formerlythat
man 'A-ku-nawas a king ...'
Inasmuch as on the Chionite-Hephthalitecoins (see Ghirshman,Les ChionitesIfephtalites,pp. 13-9,88, 90, 92, 95) Akronis a prominentroyal name, the inference
that the person,and thereforethat the Hunzasof Hunza-Nagar,descendedfrom the
HephthaliteHunsof the Pamir,seemsirresistible.
From thishistorico-ethnicalobservationtheremightbe, as a linguisticcorollary,
a possibilityof detectingin the Burushaskilanguagesomefew itemsborrowedfrom
Hun speech. Upon that side issue, all the more unpromisinginasmuch as the
Hephthalitelanguage,thoughpresumablyof Turk-Mongolaffinity,is almosttotally
unknown, we have no qualificationor occasion for venturing, But it may be
interestingto note that in Burushaskinative terms for 'north', 'south', 'ease, 'west',
seem to have been lacking,since sharnal,'north',andjanub, 'south',are loan-words
from Semitic, found also in others of Professor MorgenstiemelsIndo-Iranian
Frontier Languages,and jil, 'east' ('rising (of sun, etc.)'), bra., 'west' ('setting (of
sun)'), seem likewiseextraneous:it is conceivablethatfit and bur were importedby
Htinasand connectedwith Mongoljun, 'left', 'east',and baron,'right','west'.
7. Khotanand Kashmir.
The secondmatter,relationswith ChineseTurkestan,is less obscure.In the first
half of the VIIIth centuryAD., as is evidentfrom the above-quotedBuddhisttext,
communicationsbetween Khotanand both Baltistanand Hunza-Nagarwere active.
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This activitymay haveresultedfromthe Tibetaneffortaimedat the Pamircountries,
which was initiatedabout 700 A.D. and which in the year 737 A.D. inflicteda great
defeatupon the allied kingsof Baltistanand Khotan,who both fell in the battle. In
740 the Tibetanscommencedto extendtheir influencesas far west as Gilgit,where
in 747 they were for the time being checkedby a famousChineseexpeditionover
the Pamir. During the remainder of the VIIIth century the Tibetan conflict with
Chinawas carriedon mainly in ChineseTurkestanand on theireastern frontier:and
we do not hear of any furtheraction in the Ladak region.Towardsthe close of that
centurythe Tibetanscommencedan occupationof Khotan,which lasted until late in
the Xth century,when Khotanwas conqueredby the Turks of Kashgar:duringthat
century,whichwas a period of increasingweaknesson the Tibetan side, the Ladak
countriesseem to have been left to themselves;and the foundationof the Western
TibetanState in the firsthalf of the Xth centurywas in no way continuouswith their
previousefforts. The Turk and Muslimrule in Khotan probablyled to a complete
cessationof politicalrelationswith Ladak duringseveralcenturies,which,as wellas
the later history, are void of interest for our present study. Perhapsthe very last
survivalof Khotan connectionwith Ladak is the unexplainedtitle, Amachak,which
headsthe genealogyof the rulers of Shigar(Si-sgar),a smallstate on the like-named
river, which during earlier periods must have been on a frequented route of
communications,over passes in the Karakoram,with Khotan: as has been pointed
out, the title, which is derived from Sanskrit arnaiya, 'councillor', had often,
apparentlydownto the terminationof nativeand Buddhistrule in Khotan,been held
by kingsand dignitariesof that State.
The beginnings,on the other hand, are of primary concern to us here. The
foundationlegend of Khotan,which, if we disregarda ficticiousprior visit of the
Indian Emperor ASoka,clearly contemplatesa date in the last half of the IIIrd
century B.C., affirms circumstantiallyan Indian participationin it. The Indian
contingentcomes from the west, which indubitablymeans the mountain valleysto
the south-westleading up to the Karakorampasses.For a period not later than the
beginningof the ChristianEra 'Indian'influencein the Khotan countryis definitely
proved by the 'Sino-Kharosthrcoinage, which in its script, Prakrit languageand
facture followsthe model of the §aka coins of north-westernIndia and Gandhara.
By what route did the 'Indians'of the IIIrd centuryB.C. and the coin-modelsof the
1st century B.C. come to the Khotan region? Most likely the route as far as the
passeswas that which as late as c.400 AD. was taken, apparentlyas normal,by the
ChineseBuddhistpilgrim Fa-hsien.Fa-hsiendid not pass throughHunza-Nagarand
did not visit Kashmir:having reached the 'hanging passage&(the Indus Gorge
country)and traversedthem,he crossedthe river into the Dard country.As regards
Hunza-Nagarwe haveno ground,despitethe ruinsof an ancientstapa near Thal,for
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believing that Buddhism had reached it as early as the Ist century B.C. or AD.: the
stupa could have been, no doubt, far later. But there is a linguistic item which may
point to relations of even higher antiquity with Khotan. This is the Burushaski word
dir (Shia dir, see Colonel Lorimer's Vocabulary), 'boundary', 'dividing line', or small
irrigation channel, 'between fields': that this is connected with Khotani tar, 'district',
occurring in the names of the very oldest districts, ligurri-tir, Dro-tir, San-tir,
appears as follows:— In the Ilnd - IIIrd century Kharosthi documents of the Shanshan State, far away in the east of Chinese Turkistan, it must be seen in the name
Mo-tir, a district, also known as Mo and Ma-share, bordering on Lob-non the district
name occurs in the personal names Motireiya ('man of Motif), Motirdhi and
Motertihiya (easy misreading of -el, -ciya), and Motetorn,Motirtorn, Prakritized from
of Motirtom, in which torn signifies 'thousand (-district)', a local administrative area.
The term is even found in north-eastern Tibet, where the Tu-yd-hun people's headquarters, near the Koko-nor lake, was named Phug-tir, with a Tibetan from Phytigtshams, in which tshams, literally 'border', 'limit', is common in names of districts.
This very wide prevalence of the word and its signification seems to indicate that
they were of Central-Asian provenance and were imported into Burushaski and i.rbi
through contact. A number of other terms used in the Shan-shan PrEikrit,but of
Iranian or Indian origin, e.g. astarn, astam, judgment', ilawcase, tasted,'span', have
likewise been adopted in Burushaski.
Since in the Buddhist text the visits of merchants to the Gold-race country are
conceived as quite normal, it is possible that from the side of Central Asia the
country had been known from ancient times; and, inasmuch as Herodotus (III. 102)
was told that specimens of the 'gold-digging ants' had been in the possession of the
Persian king, it may be that the route of the traffic had been over the Pamir. As
regards the Hunza-Nagar population, so high an antiquity is, of course, no difficulty.
The case of Kashmir is different There is no evidence that in early times the
Hunza-Nagar country was, or that it has ever been, on a Kashmir route to Central
Asia. The far north, mountain-girt country, Kashmir, which even in the MaliaBharata appears practically only in lists, became familiarly known in India much
later than might have been expected, perhaps only in the time of the emperor Moka,
following the Buddhist propaganda associated with the name of Madhyandina. Its
importance may have originated with the Yi.ieh-chih. In Khotan Buddhist
connections with Kashmir prevail during an early, but not the earliest, period,
probably in Yiieh-chih times: the earliest tangible indication is a sgraffito on a rock
near the bridge of Kalatse, which is dated in a year 184 or 187, probably near the
close of the Ist century A.D., and names a Yileh-chih king. The sgraffito is in Indian
Prdkrit language and Kharosthi script: it was, no doubt, a traveller's record, and the
situation at a spot where there are several other writings indicate that it was on a
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route to Central Asia. The route was far to the east of that of Fa-hsien; Kalatse is
east of Baltistan and in Ladak Proper; it is on regular routes from Srinagar and from
Skardo to Leh.
8. Bru-§a and Balti.
The last and most important matter for consideration here is the ethnic name, at
present Bunigo, Buru&o, Burigo, of the Hunza and Nagar people, with their
Burugaski, Burigask, language, and their relation to the people and language of
Baltistan.
No one perhaps has ever doubted the identity of this name with that of the
country Bru-ta (rarely Gru-ta) or Bru-ia, known to the Tibetans at least as early as
the first half of the VIIIth century A.D., and during the same period known also in
Khotan. In the second of these instances, and very familiarly in the subsequent
Buddhist literature of Tibet (e.g. ibid., 1, pp. 290-1, and see further pp. 262-3), it
figures as a Buddhist country: we have one mention (ibid., I, pp. 293-4) of its Bons.
As belonging to the region of the Udyeana(Swat) and Tukhdra (Pamir) districts, it is
naturally prominent in Padmasambhava texts. There is thus no doubt of its
application to the Hunza-Nagar country; but its restriction thereto has to be tested,
since Biddulph states (p. 48) that the 'Yeshkuns' among the Indus Dards
(Machnopas) are also called 'BrooshaP.
For Baltistan and the Baltis the Burushaski names are respectively Bobo and
Baloyo: Sins has Pale, which may also be represented by a Tibetan Ba-be (in a
version from some language, see Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents. I, pp. 2612). The usual Tibetan Sbal-ti (with probably punning variants Sbal-gnon, Sbal-lcon,
see ibid., I, p. 271, n. 5) has prefixed s to assist pronunciation: Cunningham's Nangkod (Ladak, p. 24) perhaps occurs in a c.VIIIth century document (see Tibetan
Literary Texts and Documents, II, p. 148) as Nati-gon (or -god), and his Skardo,
properly name of the capital, reigns alone in the Buddhist text, ibid., 1, pp. 148, etc.
The name Babel,if connected, as is commonly supposed (Cunningham, Ladtik,
p. 34), with Ptolemy s Baltai, is ancient.:can the like account be given of Biddulph's
Chalky Bulturn (p. 27), cited as a disused ancient name of Hunza? The Chinese
'Little
and 'Great
are satisfactorily identified by Chavannes with Gilgit
and Baltistan respectively. These, along with Hsi an-tsang's
which is used
for both Bolor, Balur, and Baltistan, cannot correspond to Balti, Bolo, etc,: as was
suggested in Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents. I, p. 176,
may represent
the Thy of Bru-ga and -ta (also in Bru-fal, Bru-gal), being merely the Chinese
pronunciation of it; and this seems to be proved by the passage given ibid, p. 32,
where the Chinese version actually renders Bru-ga by
The same appears also
in tibru-so-lo-na
p. 100 and n. 7), the Khotan name of a place on a descent of
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the Keria-rivervalley direct to Khotan and probably identicalwith the Polu, Polur
(Chinese name) still headingthat descent:the so-lo is likely to be the gal, -gal, in
Bru-.cal,and the Burushaskigal, 'a suffix in place-namesin Nagar and to a less
extent in Hunza'.
The Chineseassociationof Gilgit and Baltistanunderthe commondesignation
cannot be lightly regarded.As for Gilgit, we are, of course, not informed
either how largean area it comprisedduringthe period (VIllthcentury)to whichthe
Chinese accountsbelong,or what languagethen prevailed,At presentthe language
is
but ColonelLorimerrecords (I, pp. xxxiii-iv) 573 speakersof Burushaski
resident in the Gilgit administrationdistrict (wazarat) in 1931; and, since Yasin,
much further west up the river-valley, employs the 'Werchikwar' dialect of
Burushaski,it seemsconceivablethat the latter was onceprevalentin Gilgitalso. As
to Baltistan,it was perhapsthe itemsof occasionalnomenclatureand the historical
facts of relations with Hunza-Nagarand Gilgit that induced Colonel Lorimer to
present (III, pp. 533-6) a 'List of words common to Balti and Burushaskil(along
with kindred forms in Western Tibetan). Those which are common to normal
Tibetan,a considerableproportion,do not seemdemonstrative.
Evidently,however,the attentionbestowedby Tibetanliteratureupon the Bruta country and language,for which it knows also a special (Bru-tsha)form of its
alphabet,is excessivefor the small state of Hunza-Nagar;and it mightbe helpfulto
be able to include Baltistan.But, in fact, the present Balti languageis as reards
vocabularyvery prevalentlyTibetan: and, if there are peculiaritiesin its Accidence
and phraseology,as also in the neighbouringdialect of Pu-rig,these are not suchas
to suggest a connectionwith Burushaski. More serious is the fact, which it is
proposedto demonstratein the next (Linguistic)chapter, that the Bru-§alanguage
itself,as knownto the Tibetans,was not Burushaski.
The existence in the Ladak region of a Bni-§apeople and language,which,
being a matter of remote philological interest, was naturally not included in
Dainelli'ssurvey,evidentlyconcernsthe ancientethnographyof the Ladakdistricts:
more especiallyif the occurrenceof the ancientplace-namei!-Abru-solo-na
indicates
an extensionof the peopleas far east as the southernfoot of the mountainssouthof
Khotan.
As concernsBaltistanone furtherdetailmay be mentioned.In Tibetanliterary
Textsand Documents,I, p. 178, it was conjecturedthat in the earlypart of the VIIIth
centuryA.D. it was undera Hfinadynasty:this mighthaveresulted from contiguity
to Kashmir.If the conjectureis wellfounded,it mightaccountfor a statementin the
Ladakportionof the TibetanChronicle(Francke,
p. 93) that
'At that time [sc. the time of the foundationof the W. Tibet State] UpperLadak
(La-dwags-stod)was held by the descendantsof Cesar, while Lower Ladak
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(Smad-rnams)was splitup into smallindependentprincipalities'.
As possibly a local tradition, the statement might have some foundation, The
'descendantsof Gemr shouldhave some Central-Asianconnection;and it may have
been Eh:Inaswho importedthe Gasar legend into WesternTibet, which has its own
versionof it. In case they shouldhave beenHtimas,they might be supposedto have
advancedsomedistanceup the Indusvalley.
The remaining districts belongingto the Western Tibet State hardly for the
most part call for ethnographicalspecification.In the north along the i-sgar river
there are traces of both Hunt.-Nagar and Balti connections;and Balti settlements
are traced at pointson the §a-yok river, Ladak proper, in whichalso there are Balti
and Dard colonies,and whichextends eastwardto the region of the Pail-gonglake
and there adjoins the Tibetan nomads of the Byafi-thaii,is, of course, the main
subjectof the elaborateanalysis by Dainelliand Biasutti:the 'Mongoloid'elements
being almostentirelyattributableto the historicalTibetanization,the only remaining
questionwouldrelate to the prior,Dard or other,population,
The three districts,Zanskar,Rupshuand Spiti,whichin order from west to east
are situated immediatelynorth of the Great Himalaya,do not prima facie present
ethnographicalproblems.The Zanskarpopulation,apart fromthe Dards of Drasand
some immigrants from the neighbouring Kashmir, is not discriminatedeither
ethnically or linguistically from Ladak proper: historically somewhat isolated,
though crossed by routes from Kashmir and Kiwawar, it is not in the Linguistic
Survey volume(III.i) credited even with a separatedialectof Ladakhi.Presumably
the small and separateShot' group in the populationof Pangi,the most northerly
district of the CharnbaState, is immigrantfrom Zafiskaror from Ladak generally.
Spiti is, as has been seen, markedly Tibetan in physionomyand culture, and its
speechis describedin the LinguisticSurvey as a dialect of CentralTibetan,closely
akin to the 'Nyanikat'[Mliam-skad]of m&ati-ris-skor-gsurn
and the 'Mgrof Tehri
Garhwaland the Bhotiyaof Garhwdl.Of Rupshuthe only inhabitantsseem to be a
summerpopulationof Byars-thannomads,rather normalTibetans:on its east are the
Tibetandistrictsof Han-ranand Chu-mur-ti,whichbelongto mflaki-ris-skor-gsurn.
irNalkris-skor-gs-urn,
completelyTibetanizedin speech,religion and government,has replacedthe ancientstates of Gu-ge,Zaii-kunand Spu-hrans,whichprior
to the 1/11thcentury A.D. were evidentlyin all three respects distinct from Tibet.
Thoughthe languagewas Tibeto-Burman,its relation to Tibetanis provisionallyan
open question,as is likewisethe ethnography,unless the Sanskritreferencesto the
people of the Kallasa-Manasaregion as Kiratas should be consideredevidence.
Anything furtherto be entertainedunder this head must depend upon a linguistic
study.
There is, however,one geographico-linguistic
item whichhas already figured
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in ethnographicaldiscussionsconcerningthe westernHimalaya.This is the word ti,
which,as a constituentof river names,was adducedby Cunninghamas evidence,in
the first instance,of Tibetan,subsequentlyof Muncla,affinity,and with the second
of these was retained by ProfessorKonow (ZDMG,LIX (1905), p. [...1) and the
Linguistic Survey (III. i, pp. 428-9). The word, however, as is clear from the
LinguisticSurveyvolumeI. ii, 'ComparativeVocabularies',is foundthroughoutthe
Tibeto-Burmanarea, and the variants di, du, iui, twi, chi, including the standard
Tibetan cht4,are patentlycognate with it. In the WesternPronominalizedgroup of
Tibeto-Burman, including Kunawari and the ancient afi-kiiii, it rules alone.
Apparently Cunninghamhad not recognizedthe same ti in the numerous placenames in the Ladak region which end in that syllable,and which are, no doubt,
primarily names of rivers and river-valleys,the only really habitableareas in the
coutry: such, for instanceare Ubs-ti, a place in Zafiskar,and the districtsSpiti (also
river) and Chumurti, in which last Professor Tueci has noticed the superfluous
prefixingof the Tibetanchu, synonymouswith ti, Rivernames areKuk-ti,Ling-ti.
The most interestingof these names is that of Ups/i, Uk-shi,etc, a place on the
upper hides, which seemsrarely to miss mentionby travellersand othersconcerned
with the region.This favourit may owe to its situationon the Indus at a point where
the latter is joined by the Han-leriver descendingnorthwardsfrom the high Rupshu
'valleyor plain':it is the terminalpoint of Ladak Properu
p the river,and is a natural
goal of travellers by the ancient route to Ladak via Kulu and Lahul or Spiti
descending the Rupshu valley to the Indus. That the name Upsti contains an
equivalentof Tibetan hubs, 'gathered','collected',is renderedprobableby the fact
that there is anotherUpstior Ubs-ti,in Zaliskar,which is not far froma confluence,
and more decidedlywhen we observethat Rupshuitself, a regular derivativefrom
Rub-chu,i.e. rub, 'rush together'(rub-te,'jointly')- au, 'water','river', will be only a
Tibetantranslationof Ubs-ti.
Into the Ladak territoriesthese -a names cannot have been introducedfrom
Tibet, whichhas not the ti; but, since they can have been introducedfrom 2aii-kun
or Kunawari
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